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List of Abbreviations
Terms and Dialects
CDU
Christlisch Demokratische Union (Christian Democratic Union)
CG
Central German
CSU
Christliche-Soziale Union (Christian Social Union, CDU‟s sister party in Bavaria)
EF
East Franconian
EEC
European Economic Community
EMG
East Middle German
FDP
Freie Demokratische Partei (Free Democratic Party)
FRG
Free Republic of Germany (West Germany)
GDR
German Democratic Republic (East Germany)
HG
High German
HRE
Holy Roman Empire
LG
Low German
MHG
Middle High German
MP
Mönsterplänsk Platt
NATO
North Atlantic Treaty Organization
NF
North Franconian
NHG
New High German
NM
North Meißen
SED
Sozialistische Einheitspartei Deutschland (Socialist Unity Party of Germany)
SPD
Sozialdemokratische Partei Deutschlands (Social Democratic Party of Germany)
STASI
Ministerium für Staatsicherheit (Ministry of State Security)
Sw
Swabian
WE
West Erzgebirge
WEU
Western European Union
WLG
West Low German
Wph
Westphalian
UG
Upper German
US
Upper Saxon
Linguistic Terms
1st/2nd/3rd
1st/2nd/3rd person (cases)
Acc.
accusative
F
feminine
inf.
infinitive
M
masculine
N
neuter
Nom.
nominative
Pl.
plural
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Pp.
pret.
pres.
sg.

past participle
preterite
present tense
singular

List of Phonetic Symbols
Consonants
pf
ts
p
b
t
d
k
ɡ
f
v
w
β
s
z
ʃ
ʒ
ç
j
χ
ɣ
l
ɫ
m
ɱ
n
ƞ
r
ɾ
ʀ
th or tʰ

labial affricate, as in NHG Pfad
alveolar affricate, as in NHG Zeit
voiceless bilabial plosive, as in pen, spin, tip
voiced bilabial plosive, as in but, web
voiceless alveolar plosive, as in two, sting, bet
voiced alveolar plosive, as in do, odd
voiceless velar plosive, as in cat, kill, skin, queen, unique, thick
voiced velar plosive, as in go, get, beg
voiceless labio-dental fricative, as in fool, enough, leaf, off, photo
voiced labio-dental fricative, as in voice, have, of
bilabial semi-vowel or fricative, as in we, queen
voiced bilabial fricative, as in NHG wo
voiceless alveolar fricative, as in see, city, pass
voiced alveolar fricative, as in zoo, rose
voiceless palate-alveolar fricative, as in she, sure, session, emotion, leash
voiced palate-alveolar fricative, as in pleasure, beige, equation, seizure
voiceless palatal fricative, as in NHG ich
voiced palatal fricative or approximant, as in yes
voiceless velar fricative, as in (Scottish) loch
voiced velar fricative, as in NHG lagen
alveolar lateral, as in left, bell
velarized alveolar lateral, as in Viennese bisserl
bilabial nasal, as in man, ham
labio-dental nasal, as in NHG Senf
alveolar nasal, as in no, tin
velar nasal, as in ringer, sing, finger, drink
alveolar trill, fricative or approximant, as in run, very
alveolar flap, as in NHG Vater
uvular trill, fricative or approximant, as in NHG reiten
denotes aspiration of preceding consonant
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Vowels
i
ɪ
y
ʏ
u
ʊ
e
ɛ
æ
a
ɑ
ɒ
o
ɔ
œ
ø
ə
ɐ

close high front unrounded vowel, as in city
open high front unrounded vowel, as in sit
close high front rounded vowel, as in NHG Haus
open high front rounded vowel, as in NHG müssen
close high back rounded vowel, as in NHG Suppe
open high back rounded vowel, as in put, hood
half-close mid front unrounded vowel, as in EF [bezə]
half-open mid front unrounded vowel, as in bed
open low front unrounded vowel, as in lad, bad, pass, path
open low front unrounded vowel, as in NHG Tanne
open low back unrounded vowel, as in NHG macht
open low back rounded vowel, as in not, wasp
half-close mid back rounded vowel, as in Sw [ɡʃbon]
half-open mid back rounded vowel, as in NHG soll
half-open mid front rounded vowel, as in NHG gönnen
half-close mid front vowel, as in NHG Flöte
unstressed half-open central vowel, as in about
unstressed half-open central vowel, as in NHG Bruder

Diacritics
˜
:
·
ﺍ
ʔ
ę

nasalization, as in NHG mein
indicates full length of preceding vowel, as in NHG [le:bən]
indicates half length of preceding vowel, as in NF [sna·kəs]
main stress on following syllable, as in NHG [ﺍʃpra:χə]
glottal plosive
indicates more open nature of vowel, as in NHG Herrn
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1. Introduction
1.1 Anecdotal Evidence
One day in the early 1990‟s after the fall of the Berlin Wall, a young East German couple
approached two West German real estate agents. The following exchange occurred between
them:
Relativ schüchtern, ‚fast als Bitsteller,„ nehmen sie die Angebote des Maklers zur
Kenntnis, erschrecken über die Mietpreise. Dann bietet ihnen der Makler eine deutlich
preisgünstigere Altbauwohnung an, ‚ziemlich Interessantes Angebot,„ wie der Makler
betont. Darauf pikierte, schließlich verärgerte Abwehr: Keine Altbauwohnung, nicht mit
ihnen, das ließen sie ‚nicht mehr mit sich machen!„. Das Maklerehepaar ist ratlos,
schließlich verägert; es hält dies Ehepaar für ‚anspruchsvoll,„ ‚unbegreiflich,„
‚undankbar,„ es sind halt doch andere Menschen.„
Quite shyly, „almost as if making a humble request,‟ they register the estate agent‟s offers
and are shocked by the rents. Then the agent offers them a significantly cheaper flat in an
old building, „a pretty interesting offer,‟ the agent stresses. They are put out and then
annoyed, and reject the offer: no flat in an old building, not for them, they wouldn‟t „be
treated like that anymore!‟ The agents are confused and then annoyed; they consider the
couple to be „hard to please,‟ incomprehensible,‟ ungrateful,‟ „they‟re just a different sort
of people‟ (italics my own) (Hellmann 132).
The two couples could have avoided this unfortunate and embarrassing incident if they had both
known that the West German word Altbauwohnung meant “an old flat that had been modernized
while retaining its original character” and the same word in East German denoted “a run-down
flat with no modern facilities and in desperate need of renovation” (Stevenson 126). Alas, the
agents viewed the young couple as unappreciative toward their good opportunity and the East
Germans felt the West Germans were being socially discriminatory. They both left the meeting
with the sentiment that “they‟re just a different sort of people.”
From September 2010 to August 2011 the author lived and studied in Passau, Bavaria, a
small city on the German-Austrian border at the confluence of the Inn, Danube and Ilz rivers.
The country-specific pre-departure meeting covered everything from the visa application process
to the apparent disdain professors hold toward students, but the veteran travelers failed to cover
one important detail. I arrived in the old city of Passau eager to put my then six years of German
studies to practical use. Sitting on the bus, talking to bank tellers and asking shopkeepers about
products, I came to the sinking realization that my language skills were woefully inadequate. I
could understand virtually nothing anyone said! Exchanging stories with fellow foreigners at the
university, they told me that the locals spoke the Lower Bavarian (Niederbairisch) dialect, not
the standard Hochdeutsch „High German‟ we had all learned. “Good God!” I remarked to
myself, “If this dialect is completely unintelligible to me, then how bad are all the other dialects?
Will I ever have a chance to hold a productive conversation with a German?”
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The above second-hand account and personal anecdote are typical examples of the
diversity that exists or at one point existed within the German language. The dialects and their
strangeness, even to native Germans, has always been a source of pride and good-natured ribbing
among the regions. The local tongues descended from long, rich histories associated with
kingdoms and ties to the land. Those who speak dialect have likely lived in a specific locale their
whole lives and are pleased to admit it. The post-World War II division between socialist East
and democratic West Germany, however, inspired a different conversation. From 1949 to 1989,
the Free Republic of Germany and the Democratic Republic of Germany worked toward very
dissimilar goals for their societies and the language they used reflected that. Speculation and
anxiety during the darkest days of the Cold War surrounded the many changes that were taking
place in the states and whether, if and when the moment of unification arrived, the two
populations would even understand each other anymore. German history in relation to its dialects
taught that political separation often leads to linguistic drift. However ostensibly similar the
cause, the modern effect was less dramatic.
1.2 Thesis
The German nation has a long history of fragmentation, from the mini-states of the
Middle Ages to the eastern and western republics of the recent past. These barriers affected the
speech community in particular. Among the various borders that shifted through Central and
Eastern Europe for centuries, dialects arose as a result of strong political and cultural identities.
Without a strong centralizing force to integrate them, the many communities remained relatively
homogenous, which provided fertile soil for unique linguistic development. The most recent
partition of East and West scarcely lasted half a century and did not create a discrete speech
community on par with the former principalities and kingdoms. The East-West rift in Germany
produced a limited impact on the language, which has been rendered largely irrelevant in the
post-unification years. In this article, I intend to observe the linguistic divergences that arose in
German between the two Cold War Germanys and compare those results with the influence of
the dialects on the language in the pre-modern and early modern period to prove that the
twentieth century East-West divide bore little lasting significance on the language.
1.3 Section Overview
Following this introduction, section two will briefly observe the history of the German
language from the ancient to the early modern world in a sociolinguistic context to explain how
and why it grew so diverse. Section three compares three dialects: Erzgebirgisch of Upper
Saxon, Mönsterplänsk Platt of Westphalian and, finally, Eastern Franconian. The side-by-side
analysis of their phonologies, morphologies and lexicons demonstrate German‟s multiplicity.
Section four then moves to the modern era and outlines the historical, ideological, political and
social conditions under which the FRG and GDR developed to understand why the language
changed as it did. Section five lists the unique linguistic items that emerged from the two
Germanys. The sixth section separates the fiction of what the media, politicians and
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academicians thought the East-West cleft spelled for the language from what it actually meant
after unification. The seventh breaks down the reasons why the dialects strongly influenced the
German language while the GDR and FRG did not.
1.4 Items Excluded
To limit the scope of this research, I forgo certain topics. I do not delve into detailed
descriptions of why either side enacted linguistic policies or their intended consequences. The
emphasis lies primarily on what changed rather than why something changed. The community in
question resides only within the territory of modern Germany and does not include Austria,
Luxembourg, the Netherlands, the German-speaking cantons of Switzerland or the language
islands scattered across the globe from the Volga Region to the American state of Pennsylvania.
The study does not consider the spelling reform of the 1990‟s (Rechtschreibreform) or any other
preceding orthographical topics. This essay concentrates on the creation, cultivation and
branching of words and structures, not on the way in which those developments are spelled.
1.5 Methodology
My methodology is fairly straightforward. When comparing speech communities to
determine linguistic divergence and evolution, I verify similarity and dissimilarity not only on a
mathematical basis of how many terms and systems differ or align, but also on the contributing
factors of historical trajectory, geographical distribution, political organization and social
interaction. The core of the research is the linguistic forms, but these causal factors prevent the
study from becoming too abstract and irrelevant.

2. Historical Background
One can better appreciate the nature and diversity of the dialects by understanding the
historical, social, cultural and institutional circumstances under which they developed. Ancient
Germanic tribes laid out the linguistic and political landscape in the beginning. Germany then
consisted of hundreds of kingdoms, principalities and city-states in various sorts and sizes. The
Holy Roman Empire acted as the cohesive force among these territories from the Middle Ages
through the early modern period. The fragmented mosaic of isolated and partially independent
mini-states resembled the organization of other contemporary European regimes. However,
unlike neighboring states, the physical and political realities of the day prevented a united
Germany from coalescing until much later in history. These rifts facilitated many unique
characteristics to evolve among the dialects, yet still sustained and cultivated a common tongue.
2.1 Early German Tribes (Ancient World – 800)
Long, long ago in the first century AD, the Roman senator and historian Tacitus traveled
to the „barbaric‟ lands beyond the empire‟s northern frontier to document the Germanic peoples.
There, he identified three major tribal groups: the Ingaevones, Istvaeones and Irminones. Prior to
the chaotic and highly disruptive period of the great migration of peoples between the fifth and
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ninth centuries AD (think Vandals, Goths, Visigoths, etc.), known in the collective memory of
German speakers as die Völkerwanderung (which irrevocably ended the Roman Empire and
inspired such epic sagas as das Nibelungenlied and das Hildebrandslied), these cultural
amalgams branched into distinct dialect groups. From the Ingaevones descended, among other
tribes, the Saxons who settled in the north in the present-day state of Lower Saxony
(Niedersachsen). The Saxons eventually migrated eastward in the Middle Ages to inhabit the
area between the Elbe and Oder rivers and founded the Kingdom of Saxony, later the modern
state of Saxony (Sachsen). The Irminones included the Semnones who spawned the Suebi
(present Swabians) and Alemanni (today‟s Alemannians). The Suebi and Alemanni put down
roots in southwest Germany and along the edge of the Alps near present-day Switzerland,
respectively, to form the Swabian and Alemannic dialect areas. The Irminones also contained the
Hermunduri, who settled in the fourth century and gave rise to modern Thuringians in the area of
the namesake state. The origins of the Bavarians in southeast Germany provokes dispute,
however. Some credit nomadic Bohemian tribes like the Quaden or Markomannen while others
insist on the influence of Danube Suebi and Alemanni tribes (Schmidt 57). Finally, the
Istvaeones bore the Franks in the third century. They populated the regions known today as
Holland, Belgium, northern France and the Franconian and Hessian dialect areas of Germany.
The Hessians owe their genesis to the Franconian tribe since the Chatti emerged from them in the
Land „state‟ now called Hessen. I will explain the consequences of The Franks‟ campaign that
conquered all of the aforementioned tribes in the following sections.
These clans contributed to the creation of the German language, but from antiquity to at
least the Carolingian era, these tribal dialects fluctuated significantly. Though they maintained a
historical existence from around the third century on, they regularly experienced larger tribes
absorbing smaller ones, conquest and colonization. Despite each group developing its own
linguistic characteristics, the restless conditions fostered an environment of dialectal leveling on
a large regional scale, especially among settlers and their colonial variants. While many present
features originate from this period, the dialects of antiquity and Early Middle Ages likely lacked
the sharp differences known today. The greater divisions arose in the stabilized, yet fragmented
world that solidified in the ages that followed.
2.2 Holy Roman Empire (800 – 1806)
The turbulence and anarchy of early German history diminished (if only slightly and
momentarily) when the Holy Roman Empire was founded on Christmas Day, AD 800, with
Emperor Charles the Great or Charlemagne. However, the empire sundered among his heirs after
his death and did not resume in earnest until Otto I reasserted it in 962. The first German empire
then existed in varying degrees of effectiveness until its collapse in 1806 under pressure from
Napoleon. The HRE encompassed much more land than today‟s Germany, but one cannot easily
place the extent of its boundaries. She conquered, colonized, and lost many territories throughout
history. At its height, her domain included the lands of modern Germany, Austria, Belgium, the
Netherlands, Luxembourg and even Switzerland, though the latter only in a formal sense (Wilson
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2-3). The borders also stretched over the modern Czech Republic, the Baltic coast, Lusatia and
Silesia in Poland, Lorraine and Alsace in France and several cities and principalities in northern
Italy in name (again, the latter in name only). The empire reached over an enormous swath of
Europe, but its structure appeared oddly tenuous for its size.
The HRE stood on unique institutions, but she utilized concepts common in Europe at the
time. The emperor granted crown fiefs or large land titles to a class of superior nobility (i.e.,
princes, dukes, etc.). The nobility then carved up the land and distributed the sub-titles among
knights and barons and the like who performed roughly the same privilege with their properties.
This hierarchy of land and loyalty descended and subdivided down to titles that incorporated just
a few villages. All the superior nobles swore fealty to the emperor, but the emperor did not exert
direct control beyond his own ancestral lands. Each of the crown fiefs held certain legal rights
according to the areas they governed. These lands became recognized as distinct territories,
which formed around the ancient German tribal boundaries. This organization, established in the
High Middle Ages, approximately resembled that exercised by Charlemagne centuries earlier in
that the emperor governed through the power of tribal units and their leaders and idiosyncratic
laws (Keller, The German Language 142). While this „constitution‟ was similar to other
contemporary nations like England and France, the HRE resisted centralization.
The HRE, specifically the German-speaking areas, fragmented and consolidated along
old clan borders in a process called territorialization (Wilson 15). Each territory developed its
own infrastructure with all the trappings of a state such as a military, judicial system, economy,
travel and communication networks and political administration, over all of which the reigning
noble exercised a monopoly of power. This process of state-building occurred throughout much
of the rest of Europe as well, but the German territories differed from their neighbors in that they
secured their rule at the regional instead of national level. While the empire consisted of many
autonomous components, its parts were not wholly independent. The dukes, princes and kings
still depended on the emperor for protection from hostile, predatory neighboring states as well as
conferring legitimacy (Wilson 16). A strong sense of common culture, language and history or
„German-ness‟ caused most lords to refrain from secession. Thus, the HRE was a loose
confederation of semi-sovereign states. This arrangement persisted up to the empire‟s collapse at
the beginning of the nineteenth century. Thus, what would become Germany lay in a fragmented
state for centuries. Combined with other factors, this political reality makes it easier to
understand why the German language grew as it did.
2.3 Sociolinguistic Affects
Several centripetal and centrifugal forces contributed to dialect development in the
empire. Her sheer size facilitated the language‟s sharpening of multiple identities. As discussed
earlier, the emperor ruled over an immense expanse of land stretching from the Rhine to the
Vistula and the Baltic to the Adriatic. Communication and travel was, by modern standards,
slow, difficult, and sometimes unreliable. As noted in Arnold‟s Princes and Territories in
Medieval Germany, the roughly 500 mile journey from Fribourg, Switzerland, to Vienna,
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Austria, often took four weeks to complete. The regular hazards that slowed the pace, excluding
the Alps, were “the uncertain state of the roads, the threat to journeys posed by continual military
commotion, the necessity for safe conduct and convoy, the frequency of tolls, and the desirability
of reaching defensible stages by nightfall” (Arnold 249). Despite these difficulties, the nobility
still traveled, for their rule was supra-regional. Dynasties such as the Wittelsbachs in Bavaria and
the families in the Rhenish Palatinate possessed titles and territories scattered across the empire
at every point on the compass, encouraging travel and interstate commerce (Keller, The German
Language 341). Another reason for aristocratic traffic was the complicated voting system that
elected the emperor and the diets that sovereign convened. Coming together for these purposes,
the electors, potentates and courtiers, while checking the rise of a strong, centralized, hereditary
monarchy, fostered a sense of linguistic unity in their discussions and negotiations through a
common medium: German. The bulk of the population, however, consisted of peasants,
landowners and lesser nobles who did not travel very far or often, if at all. Out of the empire‟s
total population, scarcely 10% lived in cities (Keller, The German Language 342). Within
microcosms of isolated communities, dialects arose as the peculiar innovations of communities
largely insulated from external influence. At the same time, towns and cities grew into cultural
centers that attracted people from all over the realm, exchanging their linguistic currencies in the
markets, courts and universities and preventing their home dialects from straying too far from the
common denominator.
Other factors that influenced the language‟s trajectory include the occasional plague and
epidemic that rolled over the land, especially the Black Death in 1348, which killed a quarter of
the empire‟s inhabitants at the time. The crisis caused demographic declines that hit the economy
hard and disrupted monarchical influence, shifting greater wealth and power into the hands of
towns and territorial princes (Keller, The German Language 336). The sundering effects of the
Reformation and Thirty Years‟ War intensified the divisions Germany already bore. At the
conclusion of the savage hostilities in 1648, one third to two fifths of the German populace lay
dead (some regions alone lost over half their inhabitants) and about 350 states and lordships
confirmed their existence as secular or ecclesiastical (mostly) sovereign entities (Keller, The
German Language 338). Frequent expulsions of people espousing undesirable faiths and decrees
that sealed the borders against certain territorial populations stirred up and cemented the
populations of Central Europe, but also created new fenced-in areas for the dialects to cultivate
themselves further. The faith-based walls persisted until secularization swept across the continent
with Napoleon‟s armies. As European history raced over the Continent‟s central plains and
highlands, it pulled Germany‟s people apart as it brought them closer together.
Germany did not politically unify until 1871, yet the idea of a German nation existed long
before that. From the tribes of antiquity to the later kingdoms, the people managed to create a
language that remained uniform across an enormous space, yet varied notably from region to
region. The forces and wills that beset the land built bridges as well as walls among the
inhabitants. In the next section, one will realize the linguistic outcome of a people ever in flux.
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3. German Dialects in Comparison
The geographic and political situation in Germany‟s history contributed to the
proliferation of localized variations in the language. Though connected by a common root, the
dialects have developed to the point where two speakers from villages 60km apart can be
mutually unintelligible. It is hard to believe that such diversity arose in an area around the size of
the state of Texas, but to the native and nonnative speaker alike it is even harder to believe that
all of these colorful tongues are considered the same language. To comprehend the range of these
dialects, this study juxtaposes three variants of German: Upper Saxon (Sächsisch), Westphalian
(Westphälisch) and East Franconian (Ostfränkisch) with the standard New High German as a
control.1 The sample localities are roughly adjacent to each other and represent east, west and
south central Germany. Following a short account of their environment and history, the analysis
compares aspects of the dialects‟ phonology, morphology and lexicon and concludes with a brief
report of the current status of dialects in modern Germany.
3.1 Temporal and Spatial Background
The first localism in question, US, covers the southeast corner of the former GDR,
including such landmarks as Dresden, Leipzig, Chemnitz and the Ore Mountains.2 It borders the
Czech Republic, Poland and the Elbe and Saale rivers, coinciding with the former Kingdom of
Saxony. German settlers first arrived among the original Slavic inhabitants in the tenth century
and eventually claimed the land as an imperial possession. The Slavic part of the population
remained the majority until around the thirteenth century and the language persisted in the rural
areas until the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries (Bergmann 291). The German settlers brought
with them the linguistic characteristics of the East Central German colonial koine.3 At one point,
many people regarded US as the „pure‟ form of High German and traveled to Saxony to learn
this lingua franca of politics and commerce (Bergmann 310).4
Westphalian sits in the southern half of the West Low German dialect area.5 Though its
linguistic borders and internal subdivisions are notoriously difficult to pin down, Westphalian
generally incorporates the city of Osnabrück in the north, Dortmund to the West and Paderborn
in the East. The Benrath Line forms the southern border running east along the Rothaar

1

New High German marks the most recent period in German language history. It descends from the High German
dialects (see note 6) and is characterized by the codification of grammar and standardization of German in both
writing and speech. A history of the development of the German language can be found in section seven of this text.
2
Upper Saxon (Obersächsisch) is the dialectologist‟s term to disambiguate the dialect from Lower Saxon
(Niedersächsisch). Native speakers omit the word „Upper‟ (Sächsisch) (7, 290).
3
Koiné [Greek koinós „common‟]: 2) Term for every „deregeionalized‟ [dialectal] variety that develops from a
group of several regionally related [dialect] varieties of equal stature and becomes the generally accepted
panregiaonl „standard‟ of those varieties.
4
High German, see note 6.
5

Together with East Low German, forms Low German dialect group. See note 6.
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mountains separating Hessian from Westphalian (Keller, German Dialects 301).6 The Weser
River outlines the eastern border, beyond which lies Eastphalian. The German-Dutch border
marks the northwest limit. This dialect garners attention for its conservatism, having retained
many forms and structures from the Middle Ages, and its position on the Benrath Line.
Like Westphalian, linguists debate the language borders of East Franconian. 7 Most
solidly, the northern border straddles the Thuringian Forest (Thüringer Wald) outside of Erfurt
and extends east as far as Hof and Plauen near the Czech frontier. The western edge incorporates
Würzburg, but excludes those settlements along the Main River, notably Aschaffenburg. The
southern limit stops at the Swabian system beginning near Heilbronn while, in the east,
Nuremburg (Nürnberg) and Fürth slip between East Franconian and North Bavarian according to
which dialectal features one emphasizes. This region was not inhabited until the 11th and 12th
centuries. The Middle Ages saw the area‟s fragmentation around major urban centers such as
Ansbach, Bayreuth and Würzberg, resulting in a mosaic of distinct dialects and strong local
identities. These principalities weren‟t absorbed into the larger kingdoms of Bavaria and
Württemburg until the early part of the nineteenth century. In its medieval heyday, the busy trade
routes between Augsburg, Nuremburg, Frankfurt and Bamberg ran through East Franconia, with
merchants carrying linguistic innovations across the territory and the greater German world.
3.2 Phonology8
Contrary to popular belief, the German dialects are, indeed, all German. Though the
variations are rather dissimilar, they all belong to the same language because the preponderance
of syntactical and lexicological characteristics is the same. One of the peculiarities of these
dialects, however, lies in the sounds they make. The following is a survey of the unique
phonological aspects that characterize the selected dialects.
3.2.1 Upper Saxon
Several sub-dialects occupy the US-speaking area and this survey focuses on the dialects
of West Erzgebirge (Westerzgebirgisch) and North Meißen (Nordmeißnisch). NM lies just to the
northwest of Dresden and surrounds the cities of Roschlitz and Riesa on the Elbe.9 WE,
encompasses Zwickau and Marienberg in the southwest corner of Saxony. Dialectologists
recognize the Erzgebirge as one of the few intact dialect areas in the former GDR, which one
may attribute to its uniform usage, not just at home and in the family, but between all inhabitants
(Bergmann 299). The Meißen dialect arose in the late Middle Ages as a language of business and
6

The Benrath Line is the isogloss that marks the High German consonant shift and the border between HG dialects
in the south and Low German dialects in the north (and eastern part of the Netherlands). On the LG side, the border
marks the end of the voiceless plosives /p/t/k/ and their shift to the voiceless fricatives /f/s/ç/ on the HG side. (7, 601) discusses the effects of the High German consonant shift further.
7
See Appendix 9.1 for map.
8
This article presents phonetic transcriptions in [brackets], phonemic transcriptions in /slashes/, NHG in italics and
the English translation in „apostrophes.‟ I do not phonetically transcribe NHG because its written and spoken form is
standard and already understood.
9
see Appendix 9.2 for map.
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state above local idiosyncrasies and contributed to the evolution of a standard German language
when Martin Luther used its written form in his works (Bergmann 291). Here are a few of US
and WE‟s distinguishing phonological features (Becker 73-7):
The /–ə/ and /–n/ apocope:
[ki:] Kühe „cow‟, [kę:rχ] Kirche „church‟
[ma:] Mann „man‟, [fai] fein „fine‟
Turning the final /–ɡen/ to /–ƞ/:
[a:ƞ] Augen „eyes‟, [le:ƞ] legen „lay‟, [fli:ƞ] fliegen „to fly‟
One also notes several vowel shifts relative to the standard:
/ou/ > /a:/ – [ba:m] Baum „tree‟, [ka:fm] kaufen „to buy‟
/ei/ > /a:/ – [ɡla:d] Kleid „dress‟
/oi/ > /a:/ – [fra:d] Freude „joy‟
Due to the retention of the prefixes /ɡə-/ and /bə-/, unlike the neighboring US sub-dialects of the
Vogtland, WE converts the /ɡl-/ sound to /ɡəl-/ and /ɡn-/ to /ɡən-/:
[ɡəlaiχ] gleich „immediately‟, [ɡənɒd] Genade „mercy‟
NM marks itself with opened diphthongs (Becker 99-100):
[fu:ɒdn] Faden „thread‟, [ri:ədə] Rede „speech‟, [u:əfm] Ofen „oven‟, [ʃbi:əd], spat „late‟
This sub-dialect expresses a relic of the Middle Ages in rendering /aɣə/ as /ɔi/:
[zɔin] sagen „to say‟, [vɔin] Wagen „cart‟, [frɔin] fragen „to ask‟
Once common throughout US, one now finds /ƞ/ for the /nd/ phoneme only in NM:
[eƞə] Ende „end‟, [hiƞ] hinten „behind‟
Such is also the case for the sinking of /i/ to the more open /ę/: [męlχ] Milch „milk.‟
3.2.2 Westphalian
As with US, this phonological study of Wph, in addition to a general overview of the
dialect, includes a regional subvariant, the Mönsterplänsk Platt sub-dialect of the Münsterland
area of northern Westphalia (Keller, German Dialects 299-315). The city of Münster lies at the
heart of this region that extends to Dülmen in the west, Beckum and Warendorf in the east, the
Rhein in the north and the Lippe River in the south.10 MP characteristically preserves the final /–
ə/. Wph and MP have adopted several phonological characteristics in their history; for instance,
the dropping of /d/ from /nd/ sounds: [ennə] Ende „end.‟ Quite novel, the NHG affricates /pf/ and
/ts/ and initial phonemes /ɡ/ and /ʃ/ are alien to Wph.
Since modern Low German derives from Old Saxon and Middle Low German, the
historical base of Wph differs significantly from NHG (Durrell 71).11 One notices this difference
in the exceptionally elongated vowels, such as these long high vowels (Durrell 71-2):

10

See Appendix 9.3 for map.
Old Saxon is the earliest recorded form of Low German, spoken between the Rhine and Elbe rivers by Saxon
peoples from the ninth to twelfth century. Middle Low German is the ancestor to modern Low German and
descended from Old Saxon.
11
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Wph
NHG
[ti:d], [bi:ten]
Zeit „time‟, beißen „to bite‟
[hy:zer], [my:zə]
Häuser „houses‟, Mäuse „mice‟
[hu:s], [sχru:f]
Haus „house‟, Schraube „screw‟
And these long low vowels:
Wph
NHG
[ma:ken], [fa:der]
machen „to make‟, Vater „father‟
[lɒ:ten], [strɒ:t]
lassen „to let‟, Straße „street‟
[Pœ:le], [χəfœ:rlɪk]
Pfähle „poles‟, gefährlich „dangerous‟
Wph uses diphthongs in certain places where NHG has only short vowels:
Wph
NHG
[χlɪəder], [vɪəten]
Glieder „members‟, wissen „to know‟
[lɪɛben], [tɪɛnnə]
leben „to live‟, Zähne „teeth‟
[hʏəkə]
Küche „kitchen‟
[hʏœvə]
Höfe „yards‟
[hʊəɡl]
Kugel „bullet‟
[brʊɔken], [Dʊɔp]
gebrochen „broken‟, Dorf „village‟
3.2.3 East Franconian
A very high degree of variability exists within the EF dialect area (Rowley 398-400).
Around cities like Bamberg, Bayreuth and Würzburg, one finds a wide range of diphthong- and
monophthongization with long and short phonemes. In other cases, vowels coalesce, making
comprehension just as difficult for visitors as for natives. In the Ansbach and Bayreuth areas, the
front rounded vowels, /y/ and /ø/, become unrounded and coalesce with the front unrounded
vowels /i/ and /e/. Thus, [laidn] sounds like both NHG leiden „to suffer‟ and läuten „to ring.‟
The phonological disparity within the EF region and around its urban centers is truly remarkable.
One notes minute, but real shifts in the pronunciations of the following phrases in NHG:
Geißkäse „goat‟s cheese,‟ große Füße „big feet‟ and das konnte ich nicht wissen „I couldn‟t know
that.‟
Geißkäse
große Füße
das konnte ich nicht wissen
Bayreuth
ɡa:zɡhe:z
ɡru:zɐ vi:z
dez ɡhʊndi nəd βizn
Friesen
ɡa:zɡhe:iz
ɡru·əzɐ vy:z
dez ɡhʊndij nəd βiz
Coburg
ɡɛ:zɡha:z
ɡru·əzɐ vy:z
dez ɡhʊndij nəd əɡﺍβiz
Würzburg
ɡɛ:zɡha:z
ɡrɔ:zə vyəz
dez hɑβɪj nɪd ɡhøn ɡəﺍβiz
Ansbach
ɡa:zɡhe:z
ɡrɔ·əzə vi·əz
dez hadə nəd βizn ɡhenɐ
Heilbronn
ɡɛ:zɡhe:z
ɡro·uzə viz
i hɔbz n˜əd βizə ɡhen˜ə
EF‟s vowels do not correspond with those in NHG, which one observes in the many dissimilar
pronunciations:
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EF
NHG
EF
NHG
[hydn]
Hütte „hut‟
[byəƞ]
Bögen „arches„
[ɡəﺍdruƞɡƞ]
getrunken „drunk‟
[ɡhu:]
Kuh „cow‟
[bezə]
besser „better‟
[bøiz]
böse „bad‟
rd
[bɛd]
betet „prays‟ (3 sing.)
[haid]
heute „today‟
[ɡhadz]
Katze „cat‟
[bɑ:m]
Baum „tree‟
Out of all the consonants in EF‟s repertoire, the dialect lacks fortis phonemes (/p/t/k/ etc.)
and uses lenis phonemes instead (/b/d/g/ etc.), which results in homophony. The EF word [do:χ]
sounds the same as Dach „roof‟ and Tag „day.‟ This trait even carries over into speakers‟
treatment of NHG, so packen „to grab‟ and backen „to bake‟ sound alike. EF also omits /j/ except
in loan words from NHG and replaces it with /ɡ/. Thus, [ɡuƞ] is jung „young‟ and [ɡɛ] is jäh
„steep.‟ In some northern and western parts of EF, one hears a weak vowel after /r/ when it
comes before or after a labial or velar consonant: [arəm], Arm „arm,‟ [bɛrɪj], Berg „mountain.‟
3.3 Morphology
Many of the basic grammatical structures remain uniform among the dialects; however,
their oddities in other aspects are unmistakable. In all three samples, as in all German dialects,
the genitive case does not exist. This case for expressing possession and close association exists
in NHG, die Jacke des Junges „the boy‟s jacket,‟ whereas the dialects use other structures for the
purpose. US paraphrases [den go:fman saen haos] dem Kaufmann sein Haus „the merchant‟s
house‟ (Bergmann 302). EF preserves genitive in only a few exceptions such as personal names,
[di βɔ:ƞeʒ mɔri] die Wagner Mary „Mary of the family of Wagner,‟ and as relics in compounds,
[bve·əʒgʒir] Pferdegeschirr „horse bridle‟ (Rowley 401). Wph, however, lacks the case
altogether, excepting only proper names and a few fixed phrases (Durrell 75).
The definite articles of nouns differ between regions, though the dissimilarity lies in the
phonology rather than the behavior (Bergmann 304; Durrell 78; Rowley 403).
US
M
F
Nt.
Pl. (all genders)
Nom.
dr
də
dɑs
də
Acc.
den
“
“
“
Wph
Nom.
də
də
dɒt
də
Acc.
den
“
“
“
EF
Nom.
dɛ:
di:
dez
di:ɐ
Acc.
den
“
“
“
NHG
Nom.
der
die
das
die
Acc.
den
“
“
“
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Once again, phonology appears to be the primary divider rather than structure in present tense
verb conjugation, though Wph ends the plural conjugates in /t/, unlike the others (Bergmann 306;
Durrell 82; Rowley 408).12
US
greifen „to grasp‟
machen „to do, make‟
çraefə
çraefm
maχə
maχn
çraefsd
çraefd
maχsd
maχd
çraefd
çraefm
maχd
maχn
Wph träumen „to dream‟
singen „to sing‟
draɪmə
draɪm(e)t
sɪƞə
sɪƞ(e)t
draɪmz
draɪm(e)t
sɪƞz
sɪƞ(e)t
draɪmt
draɪm(e)t
sɪƞt
sɪƞ(e)t
EF
nehmen „to take‟
graben „to dig‟
ziehen „to pull‟
nim
ne:mɐ
ɡro:b
ɡro:bm
dzi:j
dzi:ɡƞ
nimzd
ne:md
ɡrebzd
ɡrɑbd
dzɛɡzd
dzɛɡd
nimd
ne:mɐ
ɡrebd
ɡro:bm
dzɛɡd
dzi:ɡƞ
NHG machen „to do, make‟
laufen „to run‟
mache
machen
laufe
laufen
machst
macht
läufst
lauft
macht
machen
läuft
laufen
The modal auxillaries, as in NHG, are all irregular. Excepting Wph, the perform closely to NHG
(Bergmann 307; Durrell 83; Rowley 410).
US
wollen „to want‟
Wph
müssen „to have to‟
vil
vol
mott
møtt
vilsd
vold
moss
mott
vil
vol
mott
møtt
EF
können „to be able‟ NHG
mögen „to like‟
ɡhɔ˜:
ɡhønɐ
mag
mögen
ɡhɔ˜zd
ɡhɔ˜nd
magst
magt
ɡhɔ˜:
ɡhɔ˜nɐ
mag
mögen
Not all dialects fully utilize a preffix like /ɡe-/ in NHG to identify the past perfect tense. Wph has
no prefix and US uses /jə-/ instead of /ɡə-/, examples of which will appear later in this section.
EF is peculiar in that some of its subdivisions use a prefix while some only use the prefix in part
or not at all depending on the location. This pattern follows a bundle of isoglosses that crisscross the region. Northern variants use the ge- prefix as in NHG, but southern forms experience

12

Linguists typically display German verb conjugations and the personal pronouns according to the following
format:
ich (I) 1st sg.
wir (we) 1st pl.
nd
du (you) 2 sg.
ihr (you all) 2nd pl.
rd
er/sie/es (he/she/it) 3 sg. Sie/sie ( you [formal], they) 2nd sg. formal/3rd pl.
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syncope and even complete omission before stop consonants. The affects of these isoglosses run
from north to south according to the initial consonant (Rowley 409).13
North
sagen
wohnen
rauchen
kochen
trinken
Meiningen
gesagt
gewohnt
geraucht
gekocht
getrunken
Friesen
g‟sagt
gewohnt
geraucht
gekocht
getrunken
Würzburg
g‟sagt
g„wohnt
geraucht
gekocht
getrunken
Mergentheim
g‟sagt
g„wohnt
g„raucht
gekocht
getrunken
Münchberg
g‟sagt
g„wohnt
g„raucht
„kocht
getrunken
Ansbach
g‟sagt
g‟wohnt
g‟raucht
„kocht
„trunken
South
The standard past participle functions like so:
NHG
Pp.
spielen „to play‟
gespielt „played‟
brennen „to burn‟
gebrannt „burned‟
ziehen „to pull„
gezogen „pulled‟
mitnehmen „to take with‟
mitgenommen „took with‟
bezahlen „to pay‟
bezahlt „payed‟
All three dialects use strong verbs. The preterite appears in US and Wph, but not EF. In
EF, speakers express past events with the past perfect tense and the auxiliaries sein „to be‟ and
haben „to have‟ and the past participle. However, it still utilizes strong verbs, though in a simpler
system than some dialects. The chart reflects the vowel stems and the shift from the infinitive to
the past participle.14 These forms are the most common (Rowley 409):
1
2
3
4
5
(same vowel
ai – i/i:
i: - o/u:
i–u
ɛ-o
in inf.and Pp.)
The preterite occurs in US only among the strong verbs. The dialect‟s retention of the historical
vowel gradation classes of Middle High German demonstrates the rich diversity of vowel
fluctuations (Bergmann 306):15
Class inf.
3rd sg. pres. pret.
Pp.
I
ae
ae
i
i
II
i:
i:
o
o
IIIa
i
i
a
u
IIIb
e
i
a
o
IV
ɛ:
i
ɔ:
o
13

This table is not phonetically transcribed because the emphasis is on the identification of presence or absence of
the prefix, not the pronunciation of the words.
14
The vowel stem is the vowel(s) at the core of a word, such as sp-ie-len, z-a-hlen and bl-ei-ben. These verb stems
change according to their strength, class and conjugation.
15
Middle High German is the period of history in the German language between 1050 and 1350, preceded by Old
High German and followed by Early New High German.
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V
e
i
ɔ:
e
Wph‟s conjugation system for strong verbs takes the matter a step further and boasts itself the
most conservative and complex of all the dialects. While there are usually five different vowel
stem alterations, there may be as many as six for a single verb, here. The following is just a
sample of the possible alternants (Keller, German Dialects 321-2):
Class 1st sg. pres.
2, 3 sg. pres. 1, 3 sg. pret. pl. pret.
Pp.
inf. pl. pres.
2 sg. pret.
I
ie [i:]
ɪ
e:
ie
ie
II
ei
ʏ
aʊ
ʏə
ʊɔ
III
ɪ
ɪ
a
ʏ
ʊ
IV
e/ɛ
e/ɛ
ɔ
ø
ɔ
V
ɪɛ
ɛ
a
ʏœ
uo
VI
ɪɛ/ie
ɪ
a
aɪ
ue/ʊɔ
VII
ie
ɪ
a
aɪ
ie
VIII ɪ
ɪ
a
aɪ
ɪɛ
IX
ao
ø
ø
ø
a:
X
a/ao
ɛ
ɔ
ø
a
XI
ao/o/aʊ
ø
aɪ
aɪ
ao/o/aʊ
NHG‟s strong verb vowel stem changes (11):
inf.
pret.
Pp.
Ia
ei
i
i
Ib
ei
ie
ie
II
ie
o
o
IIIa
i
a
u/o
IIIb
e
a
o
IV
e
a
o
V
e/i
a
e
VI
a
u
a
VII
ie
Class VII is an exception in that the preterite is uniformly /ie/, but the vowels in the infinitive
and past participle can vary between /a/au/ei/o/u/.
Beyond these structures there are forms found only in certain dialects and not in others.
In Wph, the plural construction resembles NHG very closely, except one type renders a noun a
plural /–s/ suffix, which one typically sees associated with foreign words, but Wph uses this
feature with native words as well (Keller, German Dialects 315-320). Masculine nouns ending in
/–r/–l/–n/ signify the plural with an /–s/ suffix: Spaigel – Spaigels, Spiegel „mirror‟; Bäcker –
Bäckers, Bäcker „baker.‟ For personal pronouns, Wph uses [ji] and [ju] for the nominative and
accusative formal plural, respectively, as opposed to Sie and Ihr in NHG and other dialectal
models for the polite address. The demonstrative is unique in that it differentiates between
pointing to something close with [jiendɐ də] and something near with either [dʏəssə] or [dʏət].
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For the irregular past participle gewesen „was‟, Wph uses [vəst] (Keller, German Dialects 305).
Throughout the EF region, one hears adverbs of place and direction used as prepositions: [nai z
ɡhald βazɐ] hinein das kalte Wasser „into the cold water,‟ [nauv di ɡhɛriƞ] hinauf die Kirche „up
to the church,‟ [drund də myl] drunten der Mühle „down (at) the mill,‟ [din də ʒdum] da innen
der Stube „inside the parlour‟ (Rowley 413).
3.4 Lexicon
Though the phonology and morphology account for the greater part of mutual
incomprehension between the regions, the lexicons can vary widely at times and sometimes with
words used only in a particular locale. For instance, only in the Erzgebirge does one hear Fahrt
for „ladder‟ and Laufkarren for „wheelbarrow,‟ indicative of its mining history (Bergmann 299).
Even more interesting are common things and concepts that appear in every dialect, but are
rarely the same from one region to the next (Knoop, Mühlenort).16
NHG
US
Wph
EF
Ameise „ant‟
Pißämse
Miegimm
Emetze
beeilen „to hurry‟
schnellmachen
gau tomaken
tummeln
Eichelhäher „jaybird‟
Eichelkabsch
Tannhäger
Nußhäher
fegen „to sweep (chimney)‟
kehren
ulen
aufwaschen
hänseln „to tease‟
ärgern
triezen
frotzeln
Junge „boy‟
Junge
Junge
Bub
Kartoffel „potato‟
Erdbirne
Patätsch
Erdapfel
Mütze „cap (hat)‟
Mütze
Kippe
Hauben
sehr „very‟
dämisch
bannig
arg
weinen „to cry‟
grinsen
blarren
flennen
Zahnschmerzen „tooth ache‟
Zahnangst
Kusenkählt
Zähnwehtage
This interregional analysis shows that common, everyday words, while appearing mundane, in
fact differ greatly across the map. Earlier, the phonological studies proved that, while appearing
similar, the sounds the elements make shape the language in such a way that a native German
speaker unfamiliar with the distinctive sounds of a dialect may not fully comprehend an
utterance, either because of a special pronunciation or term, which is a source of pride and
prejudice on the linguistic landscape.
An incredible amount of diversity bloomed in Central Europe during the medieval and
early modern period. The morphology and phonology, the building blocks of language, diverged
across the whole of Germany. Not only did the sounds differ, but the respective speakers even
assigned different words and names to similar things and concepts. Though the grammar

16

This dictionary doesn‟t list Wph individually, but groups it under West Low German. I still use the source
because WLG is still the same dialect family. Also, the spatial dialect areas in this dictionary do not exactly coincide
with the areas described earlier in this thesis. However, the listed dialects still fall under the same respective families
in the area. Sometimes there are many different words for the same concept from the same dialect area. Here, I
choose ones that appear unique. I avoid phonetic transcriptions because the form is more important than the sound.
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remained one of the few unifying features, it was not always regular in all places. In effect,
German became a language of many different voices. That title persists to this day.
3.5 Dialects Today
At its height several centuries ago, dialect was the only speech available. Today,
however, it finds itself losing ground to standard German. Those who speak dialect are typically
older, live in the countryside, possess less education and work as agrarians or blue-collar laborers
(Keller, German Dialects 299). As a result, they are often stigmatized as members of a low
socio-economic class. This imputation sometimes inhibits its promotion and transmission to
succeeding generations. Even though urban sprawl and more sophisticated and integrated mass
transportation incorporates more villages and outlying areas, spreading the influence of the
already predominant and near-ubiquitous NHG, dialect is far from extinct. As it always was,
speakers regard dialect as a source of regional pride and many natives find ways to keep the
tradition alive. Radio and television stations across the country frequently feature programs such
as talk shows, readings and theatrical productions in the local tongue. At least in the US region
where its everyday use remains strong in the southern, northern and western parts, residents
conduct the local customs of religious services and festival events in dialect (Bergmann 310).
Diglossia, that is using different formalities of language depending on the social context and
function of the language, contributes to the retention of dialect in society. The local speech most
frequently arises in common discourse at home and among family members and loved ones.
Beyond the home, speakers prefer the regional parlance over the standard in the context of
friends, co-workers and schoolmates from the same area. Dialect provides a sense of community,
warmth and familiarity. The trend throughout Germany is that people are often bilingual to
varying degrees in both NHG and dialect. While receding in some places, they remain stable in
others and even make inroads in some communities. Nevertheless, it holds a firm position next to
standard German.

4. German History Post-1945
Before analyzing the linguistic differences that arose between East and West Germany,
one ought to study the environments in which the German language existed. The occupying
forces in the east and west at the end of World War II constructed metaphorical and eventually
physical walls within the nation that altered the way fellow Germans treated each other. The
drive to rebuild the shattered country and become successful in the polarized Cold War world set
the two Germanys on a path of divergent evolution until the Wall fell in 1989. Though the two
regimes deeply impacted their people, many individuals reserved a level of life that the state
could not touch. The story of East and West Germany is that of a whole rent asunder and those
two halves of the self regarding each other with the utmost ambivalence.
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4.1 Division
On June 5, 1945, the Berlin Declaration of the four victorious Allied nations formally
obliterated the Third Reich and established four-power government in Germany. Within the 1937
borders, the defeated nation was divided into zones of occupation between the Americans,
British, French and Russians with the capitol of Berlin specially carved into sectors of authority.
Realizing that the entirely different approach of the Soviet Union to her zone precluded any
prospects of German unification in the foreseeable future, the Americans and British convinced
the French to join their respective zones to defend against the threat of Soviet infiltration in the
political vacuum in the west. The three Allied powers originally united in 1947 on the grounds of
expedited economic recovery, but later actions indicated more political aims. On May 8th, 1949,
exactly four years after Germany‟s unconditional surrender, the Allied military governors and a
majority of the West German provincial assemblies approved the Grundgesetz or Basic Law as
the constitution for the new Federal Republic of Germany. The founding of East Germany
occurred later that year, but the Soviet Union was no less prepared to answer the Allies in kind.
General Secretary Joseph Stalin deliberately waited so as to make the West appear responsible
for Germany‟s division (Weber 29). With Soviet help, the Socialist Unity Party of Germany
blocked free elections in the eastern sector, knowing the communists would not receive sufficient
support. Instead, the Soviets ordered the SED to establish the German Commission for the
Economy in 1947, much like the western Allies‟ unifying initiative in their sectors, and granted
the communist party dictatorial powers of centralized economic authority. The usurpation of
power of the other parties in the eastern provinces nearly complete, the Red overlord instructed
the SED to erect a state in the Soviet zone in 1948. The German Communists paused for a year
to give the appearance of democratic deliberation, but finally ascended to power on October 17 th,
1949, in the Soviet puppet parliament. Thus, iacta alea est, the German nation stood divided once
more.
4.2 Features and Conditions
4.2.1 Alliances
The western powers were instrumental in establishing the West German state and the
FRG followed up on that alliance by „escaping‟ into Europe and integrating herself with the
greater Western world. Much to the consternation of her neighbors and Germany herself, the
young republic rearmed and joined NATO on the front lines of the Cold War. The FRG pledged
herself to Europe‟s defense further by joining the Western European Union.17 Germany
confirmed its commitment to a stronger European economy and became a member of the
European Economic Community, which gradually created a common market for all goods,

17

The WEU was an international organization charged with implementing the mutual defense clause of the 1948
Brussels Treaty and consisted of several western European states. The WEU worked in tandem with NATO that
arrived a year later, but was more Eurocentric. The organization‟s treaty officially expired in 2011 and was largely
replaced by the European Union‟s 2009 Treaty of Lisbon.
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services and capital movements.18 At the outset of the Cold War, the FRG clearly chose her side
in the western camp and set herself as the motor of European economic revitalization and a
bulwark against communism.
The GDR entrenched herself in the Eastern alliance. Moscow found a strong partner in
East Germany, particular in Walter Ulbricht, the SED First Secretary. While the communist party
was especially obedient to the Kremlin, the 22 Soviet army divisions stationed in the country at
all times certainly bolstered German and Russian „friendship (Olsen E4).‟ Like the FRG, the
GDR participated in the eastern bloc‟s economic system with the Council for Mutual Economic
Aid. To contribute to the Warsaw Pact, the USSR‟s response to NATO, East Germany
established the National People‟s Army, a 200,000-strong army constituting an integral
component to the East‟s collective security. By the 1950‟s, the GDR was as integrated with its
eastern partners as the FRG was with the West.
4.2.2 Foreign Policy
The two Germanys‟ policy toward one another was a nuanced case of saying one thing
and doing another or doing one thing and saying another. West Germany maintained not only in
her rhetoric, but also in her constitution, that her existence was only provisional and that she
always desired and pursued a united Germany. Frequent speeches by West German politicians
invoked the concept of the German nation and claimed the FRG‟s right to represent all German
people everywhere on the basis of the state‟s freedoms and civil liberties (Adenauer 110-3).
While the West committed herself to unity in word, her deed did not match her oratory ardor. In
truth, the she did not recognize the political existence of a state on her eastern border. The
republic viewed herself as the sole successor of the pre-war German state or Deutsches Reich
and the GDR as a foreign regime on German soil (Kloss 9). Not only did West Germany not
recognize the East, but she denied diplomatic relations to states (excepting the USSR) that so
much as assumed political relations with East Germany. However, the GDR hardly felt slighted.
She did not even make the pretense of appearing interested in unification, but rather embraced
her status as a satellite state and signed treaties only with communist countries and dutifully
followed the orders of her Soviet masters. This isolation made a bold statement of mutual
enmity, but the businesses, scientists and underprivileged Germans trapped behind the Wall
suffered the most.
4.2.3 Government
The two German governments stood in stark contrast to each other. One was truly
democratic while the other was an autocracy operating behind a false veil of popular
representation. The FRG, as its name suggested, was a federal republic. The Bundestag (national
parliament) legislated at the federal level and the Bundesrat (provincial parliaments) actively
participated in federal government and legislated and administered federal law within the several
18
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Länder „states.‟ A specially convened body appointed the federal president or Bundespräsident.
Learning from the mistakes of the interwar Weimar Republic, the constitution afforded the legal
head of state few powers beyond ceremony and the posting of a few high-level civil servants and
military officers. The Bundespräsident proposed and the Bundestag elected the federal
chancellor or Bundeskanzler according to the majority in parliament. The Bundeskanzler
commanded significant authority in the legislature at the head of his/her majority, much like the
British Prime Minister. The parties in the government included the SPD, a nationalist, socialdemocratic party with Marxist-Socialist leanings; the CDU/CSU, a Christian, conservative
faction on a pro-Western, anti-Eastern platform; and the FDP, a party of nineteenth century
liberal traditions that emphasized the importance of the individual and often served as a
kingmaker in coalition-building. While drafting the constitution, West Germany proceeded with
the failures of previous German governments in mind.
The GDR may have claimed democratic virtue, but the reality was far from it. The East
German state functioned under the concept of “democratic centralism,” which,
On the one hand, prescribes that all members of the party participate in the formulation of
party policy and in periodic election of party leaders and, on the other hand, requires all
members to carry out loyally the decisions of the party and of its leaders (Panter-Brick
11).
This declaration was largely a charade, however, perpetuated through sham elections and the
solicitation of „public opinion‟ from various social and industrial groups. Whoever held a
position of authority in the ruling SED party possessed power in the state. The all-powerful State
Council operated as the government, head of state, conduct of public affairs and national
defense. The secretary of the SED placed himself in this highly centralized position. Political
participation involved numerous social groups, like the Liberal Democratic Party or the
Democratic Farmers Party, electing parliamentarians. The seats were allocated according to the
estimated strength of a party or association within the population. Not surprisingly, the SED
always dominated (Panter-Brick 10). However, the lesser parties could hardly feel cheated, for
the unicameral legislature, called the People‟s Congress, functioned only as a rubber stamp for
proposed legislation, budgets and economic plans. The two very different German governments
concerned themselves with the affairs of each other and their allies, but economic and industrial
growth captured the greater part of their attention.
4.2.4 Economy and Industry
As one might expect, the difference between the two German economies was that of free
enterprise and central planning, but industrialization was a shared focus. From the FRG‟s outset,
the government chose to facilitate rapid recovery through a social market economy in which the
state exercised a degree of influence to promote free enterprise. The state, industry and the
workers pulled out all the stops and drove hard toward the goal of revitalization. The economic
miracle, Wirtschaftswunder, while due in large part to German ingenuity and assiduity, could not
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have happened as it did without the United States and the Marshall Plan.19 In a very short period
of time, the country‟s heavy industry and its products reached nearly every market in the world,
racking up huge trade surpluses to the pride of the Germans and dismay of their trade partners
(Handler 49). After the utter devastation of the Second World War, the country literally rebuilt
itself from the ground up.
The post-war era created an environment very favorable to the common worker. The
Allies reinstituted the old trade unions the National Socialists banned in 1933, but this time
without the political and religious distinctions. The constitution guaranteed the right to organize
in the workplace and laborers took advantage of this law by forming associations in nearly every
facet of industry, from the individual factory to the entire iron and steel industry. These unions
functioned very democratically and shared a close and amicable relationship with management.
Processes such as collective and plant bargaining and entities like the works council afforded
laborers great freedom and flexibility and fostered a sense of Mitbestimmung „co-determination‟
in the work place; that is, workers felt that participation in the capitalist system could be to the
advantage of both the employed and the employer (Kloss 96). West Germany‟s burgeoning
industry demanded many more laborers than were available within the native population. The
war left gaps in the workforce that immigrants, mostly from Turkey, Yugoslavia and Italy, filled.
The foreign workers originally came on a temporary work program as Gastarbeiter, but while
many returned to their homeland, a significant portion brought their families over and took up
permanent residence. The FRG was moving in a direction apart from her eastern neighbor in
more ways than one.
The GDR operated a centrally planned economy whose largest trading partner was the
Soviet Union. Sometimes when the political climate was right, she sustained a little trade with
the FRG. Like the West, the East Germans experienced a period of economic rebirth. GDR
scholars admit that this recovery could not have happened without central planning to effectively
allocate scarce resources, especially considering that the state denied Marshall Plan aid (Stewart
38). A series of five-year-plans modeled after those in the Soviet system dictated the course of
economic renewal (Weber 63). The plans emphasized heavy industry over consumer production,
nationalization of business and the collectivization of agriculture. On agriculture, the state first
seized the land from the original owners and redistributed it in small parcels ranging from 12 to
20 acres, but later enticed the farmers to collectivize (Kenworthy 42). By the early 1950‟s, the
GDR brought machines and technicians to these larger, more profitable plots. Within these
collectives, men and women were divided by specialty into brigades, such as stockmen
permanently responsible for a specific number of cows or chickens, each having a production
target to fulfill. The plan detailed how long each individual had to work, right down to the hour
in a day. The fact that workers could not collectively bargain also benefitted the goals of the fiveyear-plans. In the GDR, one did not view industry with two sides, labor and management, but
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rather as a singularity dubbed the “Establishment” (Stewart 40). All were members of enormous
industrial unions and the thought of striking was virtually unimaginable. In a later section, one
will see the consequences of the five-year-plan‟s imbalanced priority on heavy industry.
4.2.5 Society
International politics and industry work on a grand scale, but both East and West
Germany had policies that affected people in a more concrete sense. The FRG did not have
universal or compulsory health insurance, but it was made widely available through a number of
sources such as one‟s employment or pension. The educational system was the same as the
present German one: all students advanced together until 4th grade, at which point they either
entered the Hauptschule, Realschule or Gymnasium depending on aptitude. The most noticeable
characteristic of West German society, however, was its affluence and abundance of consumer
goods. By the 1960‟s, West Germans were consuming twice as much beef, milk, beer and wine,
eating and drinking four times as much pork, eggs, coffee and tea and smoking twice as many
cigarettes as the decade prior (“Atlantic Report” n.p.). All over the country one could see the
Autobahn and other high-speed transportation lines connecting once-remote areas to the fast pace
of the modern world. Fewer people worked on the land or in a factory, but rather in high-tech
industries and in the service sector. As Mary Fulbrook sharply expressed, “the „typical‟ West
Germany was no longer an emaciated ex-POW, a person lacking an arm or a leg, a prematurely
aged widow in black, but rather a bloated, cigar-smoking businessman, an efficient banker or
industrialist, or a fashion-conscious, smartly-dressed woman” (170). Many quipped at the time
that West Germany was „an economic giant, but a political dwarf.‟ In scarcely twenty years after
complete physical and moral defeat, one half of Germany had persevered to become a lead world
exporter and a sparkling window display of the capitalist system. Without want, one can
understand why some Wessis (as Western Germans sometimes called themselves) sipped their
lattés and apathetically watched the Berlin Wall crumble.
Whereas the western republic empowered the individual, the eastern one apotheosized the
state. The education system was entirely geared toward sustaining the political and social
structure of the GDR. Upon reaching the age of six, children entered a polytechnical school for
ten years (Johnston 82). There the pupils earned a general education and spent two days of each
week in courses on labor and technical and industrial skills. Beyond the ten-year comprehensive
school was vocational training for specialization followed by the option for either more technical
instruction or university. The curriculum aimed to foster a new generation capable of advancing
the state‟s goals of technological innovation. For all the industrial progress, the East German
citizens reaped mixed benefits. By 1970, 54% of households owned a washing machine, 69%
had an uncolored television and 16% had a car (Fulbrook 192). The figures improved eight years
later when 99% of homes owned a washing machine and refrigerator, 96% had a television (52%
of which were color) and 52% possessed a car (Fulbrook 192). Most interesting that year,
however, was that still only 9% of East Germans owned a home phone (Fulbrook 192). In the
quest for rapid industrialization, the production of basic consumables fell to the wayside. Full
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employment and subsidized childcare often meant a dual-income household, yet comfortable
finances did not translate into a high availability of goods. Food was inexpensive and East
Germans consumed more calories than their western counterparts, but while meat, eggs and dairy
were abundant, fresh fruits and vegetables were scarce (Fulbrook 193). The money accounted for
little when money did not necessarily satisfy one‟s needs and desires. The most daunting figure
was that by the 1970‟s, after all the party‟s efforts to upstage its western neighbor, the GDR‟s
productivity level remained stuck around 33% of the FRG‟s level (Weber 147). Life was not
easy in East Germany, but the bread lines were not even the half of the worry.
4.2.6 Ideology
The two Cold War Germanys founded themselves on ideology, democracy and
communism, free enterprise and central planning. Each population dealt with that ideology
differently, though. West Germans possessed the freedoms of the Western world. Unlike their
eastern brethren, these Germans could participate in politics, express their opinions and attempt
to influence outcomes without fear of reprisal. However, out of all the freedoms afforded them,
many Germans choose the freedom of political passivity. Those in the West lived in a capitalist
wonderland and if they did not find pleasure in political aspirations, then they took solace in
material wealth. West Germans had the option of tuning out politics without untoward
consequences and many took advantage of it. East Germans could not exercise such apathy
without anxiety.
The GDR‟s air was so politically and ideologically charged it was high voltage. The SED
employed a policy of top-down and bottom-up indoctrination, missing no opportunity to saturate
public opinion with party propaganda. All levels of state administration, policing, justice,
education and media became a mouthpiece for the party. School teachers preached the new
political principles upon pain of dismissal. The GDR condemned those who “attempted flight
from the Republic” as “state criminals” and sentenced them to lengthy prison terms if they were
not killed in the act by border guards (Weber 91). The Wall was for the good of the people,
apparently, since the state constructed it as “anti-Fascist protection” against the “militarists and
imperialists” in Bonn and Washington who would subvert the socialist will of the people (Weber
91). The SED loved asserting its absolute power over every aspect of life in its slogan, “The
party is always right” (Weber 62). Those who felt otherwise, expressly or not, lost their jobs and
sometimes received publicized trials as „class enemies.‟ Even leading party functionaries could
not breathe easy, for Genosse Ulbricht did not hesitate to purge his ranks of the disloyal, real or
imagined.
4.2.7 Diglossia
One must also not forget the ambient fear of the STASI, the secret state police. The
agents worked hard to undermine and intimidate those elements determined hostile to the
socialist revolution. Anyone who petitioned for a travel visa to the West or even joined a church
group became suspect. The state‟s advanced surveillance forces extended beyond the 91,000
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employed in the 1970‟s to around 170,000 to 180,000 informers, about every hundredth citizen
(Weber 145-6). Friends, colleagues, neighbors, family members and even small children satisfied
the party‟s insatiable thirst for information. In this environment, virtually no place was safe, save
the spare cubic centimeters inside one‟s skull. As a means of coping with this atmosphere of
constant insecurity, East Germans adopted a mode of life with two tracks, Zweigleisigkeit,
divided into a public and private sphere (Fulbrook 260). In public, the people belonged to the
appropriate sport, youth or cultural associations, the local party branches and recited the right
dogmas at the right time, but in the private sphere at home or with close friends they dropped the
ideology. There, they spoke differently, used a more natural tone and abandoned the politicallyloaded language. In this manner the East Germans survived the terror that droned outside their
doors and sometimes within their walls. The two-track lifestyle resembles the dialect diglossia
discussed earlier. The speakers alternate between formal and informal patterns depending on the
context and audience. However, here, using the appropriate language had more dire
consequences.
Under these radically different conditions two populations of the same people lived,
worked and played. Institutions, concepts, products and processes alien to the past arose. In this
world, the people found alternative ways to live. The transformation necessitated a new means of
expression to describe the world they confronted. As politics, industry, and daily life evolved, so
did the language.

5. Unique Language
Though the Stalinist regime of the GDR existed only 40 years, one cannot play down the
ambitions of the party leaders. The establishment and policies of East Germany represented an
embarkation on a new political as well as social trajectory. No previous German government had
ever attempted a socialist experiment, thus party planners found their language ill-equipped to
suit their practical and ideological needs. To bring the language in line with their reality, they
invented, omitted, shifted, charged, and borrowed words and phrases to foster their identity and
further their goals. Conversely, the FRG proceeded on a course of free-market development. As
the times and technology changed, the language kept pace. Within a short period, one noticed the
drift in several lexical areas.
5.1 Neologisms
Below is a list of terms peculiar to either the GDR or FRG in several aspects of society
(Stevenson; Clyne, Language and Society; Clyne, Pluricentric Languages):
5.1.1 Economics and Industry
GDR
Delikatladen
shop selling expensive luxury goods,
western imports

FRG
Arbeitsmarkt
job market
Wirtschaftsgutachten
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Ökonomische Hauptafugabe
main economic task
vorfristige Planerfüllung
fulfilling work plan ahead of schedule
Konsum
co-op store
Getränkestützpunkt
drinks shop
Friedenslager
peace camp (Eastern bloc)
Reichsbahn
state railways
beauflagen
to produce a compulsory quota per factory
or other unit

5.1.2 Everyday Language
GDR
endversorgt
provided with adequate accommodation
Genosse
comrade
Erweiterte Oberschule
secondary school
Kinderkombination
combined crèche and nursery school
abkindern
to offset the number of one‟s children
against outstanding loans
nichtferfaßter Wohnraum
accommodation available for rent on a
private basis, i.e., not allocated by the
official housing authority
Kulturschaffende
collective term for creative artists
Elternaktiv

economic report
Konzern
business, firm
Azubi
trainee, apprentice
Unternehmensberatung
management consultancy
Aktie
share
Zinsen
interest
Lastenausgleich
equalization of burdens
Friedenspflicht
obligation to avoid industrial action
during wage negotiations
Gastarbeiter
guestworker
Mitbestimmung
workers‟ participation
FRG
Instandbesetzung
squatting in an empty house
Gesamtschule
comprehensive school
Auslandsamt
office for foreign students‟ affairs
Gesamthochschule
multidisciplinary tertiary institution,
includes facilities to train both
secondary and primary teachers
Prolo
prole, pleb
Vergangenheitsbewältigung
overcoming the past, i.e.
national socialism
sozialer Wohnungsbau
social housing
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parents of schoolchildren of a particular
class elected to arrange cooperation between
teachers, parents and Die Freie Deutsche Jugend,
the official youth organization; supports
socialist education in families
5.1.3 Politics
Arbeitveteran
retired senior party official
Reisekader
member of the (political, sport, academic)
elite permitted to travel abroad
Ausreiseantrag
application for an exit visa
Solibasar
stall (in schools, etc) raising money for
humanitarian aid or in support of
„liberation movemements‟
Solidimarken
stamps bought to raise money for Third
World development aid (Solidaritätsmarken
„solidarity stamps‟)
friedliebende Völkergemeinschaft
peace-loving community of nations

Referendar
not yet fully qualified civil servants
konzentrierte Aktion
concentrated action
Radikalenerlass
barring people with „extremist‟
views from the civil service
Alternativbewegung
alternative movement
Bundestag
upper house of parliament
Bundeskanzler
Federal Chancellor

5.2 Semantic and Lexical Shifts
One notes the politics, ideology and identity of the two states in words that highlight the
divide. Here, the same concept or object has two different words according to the needs of the
country and society (Stevenson 47):
GDR
Referent
FRG
Ministerrat
government
Bundesregierung
Kaderakte
personnel file
Personalakte
Werktätige(r)
worker
Arbeitnehmer
Staatsgrenze West
Berlin Wall
Mauer
Menschenhandel
helping people
Fluchthilfe
leave the GDR
Republikflüchtige(r)
person leaving
Flüchtling
GDR illegally
Kollektiv
(work) team
Team
Several of the aforementioned words denote the same object, but also carry distinctive
connotations that provide a deeper meaning to a text (Stevenson 47). For instance, a Kaderakte
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contains personal details on an individual that would be either inappropriate or even illegal in a
Personalakte. Employees in the west consider their title of Arbeitnehmer as rather neutral, but
when conceived in the official discourse of the east the term conveys the notion of capitalistic
exploitation of the worker. Translated literally, Arbeitnehmer means „taker of labor‟ and through
a socialist lens only the so-called employer „takes labor‟ while the employee „gives labor‟
Arbeitgeber (Stevenson 48). Additionally, the term Werktätige(r) has a much broader scope as
seen in this quote boasting socialist values:
Die DDR Gesellschaft verstand sich weit mehr als die der Bundesrepublik durch Arbeit
und Leistung definiert…Insofern erfaßte der Begriff Werktätige(r) in der DDR auch
faktisch ganz die ganze Bevölkerung.
GDR society defined itself far more than that of the Federal Republic in terms of work
and achievement...The concept of the Werktätige(r) in the GDR therefore encompassed
virtually the entire population. (Schlosser 70)
Also, Flüchtling is typically a generic term in the Federal Republic meaning „refugee,‟ but it
additionally means „a refugee from the east to the west‟ and at the same time „a refugee from the
west to the east‟ in the Democratic Republic (Clyne, Language and Society 36). The GDR
invented Republikflüchtiger „republic-fugitive‟ to denote those who flee “our republic” for the
West (Clyne, Language and Society 36).
Even rather neutral subjects take a different name depending on what side of the border one
stands (Stevenson; Clyne, Language and Society; Clyne, Pluricentric Languages):
GDR
Referent
FRG
Feierabendheim
retirement home
Seniorenheim
Kaufhalle
supermarket
Supermarkt
Rekonstruktion
renovation
Renovierung
Feinfrostgemüse
frozen vegetables
Tiefkühlgemüse
Territorium
area, region
Gebiet, Region
vorfristig
premature
vorzeitig
Plastetüte
plastic bag
Plastiktüte
Niethose
blue jeans
Blue Jeans
Abschnittbevollmächtige (ABV)
community police officer
Streifenpolizist
Zeitkino
newsreel theatre
Aktualitäten/Wochenschau
To make the language further serve their social and political needs, the SED planners altered the
meaning of certain words from the definitions used in the west (Stevenson 46-7; Clyne,
Language and Society 34-5):
GDR
small collective competing
with other collectives for

Term
Brigade

FRG
unit in the army
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national awards
leader of a Brigade

Brigadier

rank in the army

honorary title awarded for
good service

Aktivist

member of citizens‟
action group

member of workforce
responsible for proposing
improvements to working
methods

Neuerer

innovator, reformer

member of the academy
of sciences

Akademiker

member of the academic
professions, graduate

junior academic in training
for higher degree

Aspirant

candidate (general)

social activity through
systematic help of one
organization by another

Patenschaft

God-parenthood

worker who is an innovator
of technological progress
within the socialist system

Schrittmacher

pace-setter (person, athlete,
heart machine)

5.3 Russian Loans in the East
As a satellite state of the Soviet Union, East Germany received several lexical and
semantic transfers from the Russian language (Clyne, Language and Society 34):
Apparatschik – functionary
Diversant – sabotage agent, referring to western military strategies (from Russian diversija)
Kader – elite of state organizations and institutions; each individual within an organization
(from Russian kadry)
Kollektiv – group of people working together
Kombinat – organizational form in which different branches of industry or stages of production
cooperate
Argostadt – combination of collective farms into a (Soviet style) agricultural settlement (partial
transfer from Russian argogorod)
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5.4 Anglicization
Through various media outlets such as television, radio, newsprint and advertising, the
German language adopted more and more English lexical and semantic transfers, especially in
the West (Clyne, Language and Society 98-9):
Sports – Clinch, Comeback, Rally, Sprint, Basketball, Handicap
Technology, Information Science – Computer, Know-how, Pipeline, Plastik
Travel, Tourism – Charter, checken, Countdown, Hostess, Jet, Service, Ticket
Advertising – Bestseller, Image, Look, Trend
Journalism – Facts, Front/Back-page, Layout
Economics – Boss, Full-time-job, Manager, Publicity, PR
Politics – Establishment, Hearing, Sit-in
Armed Forces – By-pass, crashen, Control-box, Debriefing, Jeep, taxien
Cosmetics – After-shave, Beauty-box, Make-up, Spray
Entertainment – Quiz, Sex, Show, Song
Medicine – By-pass, Clearance, Tranquilizer, Stress (in general)
Semantic Transfers (Clyne, Language and Society 97):
starten – to start something (in general)
realisieren – to grasp, understand
resignieren – to resign from a job
Allergie – allergy, beyond a medical definition
Generation – generation (of a line of products)
Due to limited contact with the West and strict language planning, English influenced German in
the GDR to a lesser extent. Officially, the party did not approve of using “foreign words,”(Clyne,
Language and Society 102) but they still appeared, mostly in the context of news articles and
reports to refer to concepts of capitalism, western politics, and everyday life in Western bloc
countries, such as cultural and technological developments (Clyne, Language and Society 102):
Royal Navy, Boss, College, Barkeeper, Drugstore, Lobby, Trend, Trust, Paratrooper, Ranger,
Computer, Training, Container, Dispatcher, Bassreflexboxe, Stereo, Camping, Hotel,
Dress, Jersey, Shorts, Tweed, Make-up, Spray, Basketball, Clinch, Fighter, Coach,
Hat-trick, Referee, Knockout
5.5 Obsolescence in the East
At the beginning of the socialist experiment, the GDR elites encountered various words
that either did not agree with the message they wanted to send or simply had no function in their
new world because the notions did not exist. To resolve these discrepancies, they struck them
from the lexicon (Clyne, Language and Society 37-8):
Armenrecht – poor law
Arbeitgeber – employer
Arbeitslosenfürsorge – unemployment benefits
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Schulgeld – school fees
gutbürgerlich – homely
Berufsheer – professional army
Kriegsdichtung – war poetry
Gottesfurcht – awe of God
Tischgebet – grace
vor/nach Christus – BC/AD (historical markers)
hinscheiden, verscheiden, heimgehen, aus dem Leben verscheiden – euphemisms for „to die.‟
The language planners erased gutbürgerlich for the disagreeable contradiction it connoted, „good
bourgeoisie.‟ On top of eliminating religious concepts like Gottesfurcht „awe of God‟ from the
language, GDR museums replaced vor/nach Chirstus, which distinguished „before/after Christ
(BC/AD),‟ with (vor) unser(er) Zeitrechnung „(before) our era.‟ The generic term sterben „to
die‟ took the place of euphemisms with religious implications commonly found in the obituaries.
Such words and phrases as heimgehen „to go home‟ and aus dem Leben verscheiden „to pass out
of life‟ disappeared from newspapers.
5.6 Conflict Model
Another aspect of language planning concerned the framing of the national division and
the greater Cold War within an east-west, socialist-capitalist conflict model. By semantically
loading certain words, both sides devised their own Freund- und Feindwörter „friend and foe
words‟ (Clyne, Language and Society 36). Depending on the charge applied, one side could very
efficiently praise and glorify itself while disparaging the other. The following are examples of
this conflict model (Clyne, Language and Society 36-8):
Agitation – referring to east, positive
Demagogie – referring to west, negative
Bündnispolitik – alliance policy, referring to east, positive
Koalitionspolitik – coalition policy, referring to west, negative
Gewinn – collective profit for the whole of society, referring to east, positive
Profit – profit for a private individual or company, referring to west, positive
Wettbewerb – means of increasing productivity through competition between work units
for the common good, referring to the east, positive
Konkurrenz – competition between individuals or private companies to increase their profit,
referring to west, positive
Genosse – comrade, positive in the east, negative in the west
Kommunismus, Revolution, Sozialismus – positive in the east, negative in the west
One can observe the way in which each side either neutralized or loaded the language by reading
contemporaneous editions of the Leipzig and Mannheim Duden dictionaries, the authoritative
texts on the use of the German language in the East and West, respectively. Here, one sees the
two definitions for fascism and imperialism.
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Faschismus:
antidemokratische nationalistische Staatsauffassung (antidemocratic nationalistic conception of
the state) [Mannheim Duden 1973] (Clyne, Language and Society 36).
chauvinistische und offen terroristische Erscheinungsreform des Imperialismus in der Epoche der
allgemeinen Krise des Kapitalismus (chauvinistic and openly terrorist manifestation of
imperialism in the era of the general crisis of capitalism) [Leipzig Duden 1972] (Clyne,
Language and Society 36).
Imperialismus:
Ausdehnungs-, Machterweiterungsdrang der Großmächte (urge of the great powers to expand
and extend their powers) [Mannheim Duden 1973] (Clyne, Language and Society 36).
Höchstes und letztes Stadium des Kapitalismus, gekennzeichnet durch die Konzentration von
Produktion und Kapital in Monopolen und den Drang zur Neuaufteilung der Welt durch Kriege
(highest and final stage of capitalism, characterized by the concentration of production and
capital in monopolies and the urge to repartition the world through war) [Leipzig Duden 1972]
(Clyne, Language and Society 36).
East Germany enjoyed employing English transfers in the conflict model. In this context, the
state emphasized the decadence and objectionable living situations in the west and stacked the
borrowed lexicon with subtexts of moral condemnation (Clyne, Language and Society 103):
High Society, Slumlord, Image, Show-Demokratie, Slogan, Trick, Big-Business, Go-Go-Girl,
Manager, Pop-Industrie
5.7 Unique Syntax
The GDR also managed to develop and implement several unique syntactical structures
in everyday discourse. The new forms reflected party ideology and bureaucracy in several
instances. East Germans typically used the pronoun unser „our‟ to refer to public or state
institutions or organizations (unsere Regierung, „our government,‟ unsere Republik, „our
republic‟), which imparted a stronger sense of community. West Germans would have simply
used the definite article in the same situation. Easterners used the phrase ich möchte sagen „I
would like to say‟ to add weight to a statement: “Ich möchte sagen, die Aufgabe der LiberalDemokratischen Partei ist es, den Mittelstand mit einzubeziehen in den Aufbau, also in den
Aufbau des Sozialismus” (I would like to say that it is the task of the Liberal Democratic Party to
include the middle class in the construction of socialism) (Stevenson 162). The use of “generic”
masculine forms, even for female referents, was common: “Meine Frau ist Wirtschaftsleiter beim
RDGB-Feriendienst” (My wife is a manager in the RDGB [a trade union] holiday service)
(Stevenson 162). The use of expressions like den Beruf/die Funktion eines X ausüben (to carry
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out the occupation/function of X) instead of the western form X sein (to be an X) stirred images
of a cog in a machine: “In der FDJ-Sektionsleitung hatte ich die Funktion des Kulturfunktionärs”
(In the FDJ section leadership I had the function of culture officer) (Stevenson 162). “Rhetorical
doublets” or terms that almost always appeared in pairs exemplified the party‟s penetration into
everyday intercourse: erziehungswirksam und bildungseffektiv „educationally effective,‟ zu
arbeiten und zu kämpfen „to work and to struggle.‟ Lastly, using complex syntactic structures
created a sense of earnestness in a statement and nominalization frequently replaced simple verb
forms. The following sentence demonstrates the “rhetorical doublets (1),” complex syntax (2)
and nominalization (3): “…wird die gegenseitige Hilfe und Zusammenarbeit (1) aller Bürger
durch den Wohnbezirksausschuß als wichtige Aufgabe in Angriff genommen (2), um neue
Impulse zur Entfaltung der sozialistischen Gemeinschaft (3) zu geben” (mutual support and
cooperation of all citizens will be taken on board as an important task by the district housing
committee, in order to give new impetus to the development of the socialist community) (italics
original) (Stevenson 162). The state effectively permeated nearly every level of society by not
just changing what people said, but how they said it.
5.8 Language Planning
The variances that appeared in the east came as a result of the GDR‟s highly developed
language planning agencies. Their linguists developed the concept of Sprachkultur, which was
an effort to cultivate and perfect the language and adapt it to the demands of modern life (Clyne,
Language and Society 72). The SED‟s greatest tool was the Leipzig Duden dictionary that
prescribed the appropriate meaning and usage of words. The West also cultivated language, but
to a lesser degree. The Mannheim Duden, though fairly flexible, had a conservative lean that
tended toward norm rather than usage for definitions (Clyne, Language and Society 72). In East
Germany, elites disseminated innovation through speeches by party leaders and the circulation of
official literature and newspapers as well as the censored media of television and radio. The
language evolved in the West in a less centralized manner. Print media, radio and television were
free to create new terms and concepts and introduce foreign (English) transfers, but they minded
the limits of comprehension of their audience. On both sides, the educated members of society in
contact with foreign language texts and other channels acted as agents of language change at
various levels.
On the surface, these developments appeared rather dramatic. The scene was reminiscent
of Geroge Orwell‟s 1984 in which the state redesigned the language so that dissent and rebellion
were virtually inconceivable. The Anglicization and Russification on either side was hardly
surprising considering their alliances and the conflict models were amusing, but the new
sentence structures in the East were quite sobering since the party coined the unnatural models
and the public readily adopted them. The Cold War may have only lasted four decades, but it
looked as though the Germanys grew considerable distance between each other. Concerns rose
on one side while smug self-righteousness sneered from the other.
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6. Division and the Linguistic Impact of Unification
6.1 Perceptions of Language Drift
The war was over and out of the grim years of occupation, austerity and reconstruction of
the late 1940‟s emerged order and stability. A status quo set in, one of a divided German nation.
The 1950‟s steamed through to the 1960‟s and while the West never ceased professing the vital
need for unity with the East, the only tangible result was a Wall instead of an embassy. In one
area in which West German politicians did not contradict themselves, they claimed themselves as
the sole heirs of the pre-war cultural tradition. The FRG preserved the „true‟ German language
while the GDR bastardized it by exploiting her intellectual and political resources in the pursuit
of a socialist utopia (Stevenson 31). The Western media raised the question of diverging
languages even before Germany reacquired statehood:
Do we Germans, divided as we are into four zones, still speak the same language? The
inhabitants of the western zones will answer this question in the affirmative, as far as they
themselves are concerned. But in the Soviet zone words and expressions are being used
that we in west Germany do not know and barely understand. They are all the more
indicative of the present lifestyle of people in that part of Germany under Russian
occupation (Stevenson 31).
The preface to the 1951 Leipzig Duden dictionary seemed to confirm this sociolinguistic drift in
the East:
But the enemies of our nation who seek to divide and thereby destroy it [the GDR] should
take note that no imperialist policies can tear apart the strong bonds with which the
community of our language holds together the German people who love their fatherland
(Stevenson 31).
These verbal volleys over the barbed wire showed that the two hostile sides viewed themselves
as the scion of a proud liberal history and each other as a stooge of imperialist forces. The
perceived strange linguistic transformations only reinforced the increasing social, political and
economic distance between the two states.
If one defines a nation as a people with a common language (among other things), then
whither the concept of das deutsche Volk? In 1982, linguists compared the two standard
dictionaries, the Leipzig and Mannheim Duden, to find 24,000 entries of semantic shifts and
anywhere from 800 to 3,000 different words and meanings of words (Schmidt 183). The
increasingly ominous facts of an essential rift made West Germans anxious. The tone
intellectuals and media personalities adopted rang of Wells‟ apprehension of Morlocks:
The so-called GDR claims to be an autonomous German state. It is separating itself more
and more strongly from the Federal Republic. Language is all that is left as the one
remaining tie. But we are faced with a very serious problem: is there still a common
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language which people on either side of the zone boundary, that has now become a state
border, can use to communicate with each other? To be more precise: what separate
development is the SED language undergoing, directed as it is toward Soviet
communism? What linguistic-spiritual alienation and division is being carried out on
German soil through the drive for power in the east? (Gaudig 1008)
The statement Secretary Ulbricht released in 1970, the opinion of the highest voice in East
Germany, dealt a heavy blow:
The once common language is disintegrating. There is a great difference between the
traditional German language of Goethe, Schiller, Lessing, Marx and Engels, which is
imbued with humanism, and the language in some circles in the west German Federal
Republic which is poisoned by imperialism and manipulated by the capitalist monopoly
publishers (Stevenson 38).
Over the course of 40 years, the German language tore at the seams of the East-West border with
each successive day. The very different sociopolitical realities of planned socialism and
capitalism sent the Germanys racing in separate directions. Speculation mounted that if the day
came when the Wall collapsed and long-lost relatives rushed over the rubble in catharsis, would
they be able to decipher their remarks of shock and wonder? Would a Tag der Einheit be a
joyous occasion or one of confused remorse?
6.2 Unification and a Language in Flux
At last, after weeks of unrest the East German government granted its citizens permission
to visit the West with limited restrictions on November 9, 1989. The euphoric spectacle of „Wallpeckers,‟ lines of honking cars crossing the border and crowds dancing atop the “Iron Curtain”
signaled the fall of the Wall, which lead to the collapse of the SED and East Germany‟s
absorption into the West only a year later. Contrary to earlier conjectures by the sensationalist
West German media, the East Germans still appeared to speak German. Where differences
existed, the people found a way to adapt toward mutual intelligibility. In the upset of transition,
terms denoting division were among the first to go as obsolescence: Ost/West Deutschland
„East/West Germany,‟ die beiden Teile Deutschlands „the two parts of Germany‟ (Schmidt 185)
Upon the East‟s annexation under the West‟s constitution, Germany became a singular entity,
not two distinct parts. Concepts that denoted disunity fell out of use with the state that coined
them, such as Ausreiseantrag „application for an exit visa‟ (Stevenson 116). Next, the distinctly
socialist terms were abandoned. Everyday items that had no place in a capitalist democracy
included Elternaktiv „parents‟ collective,‟ Volkseigner Betrieb „publicly owned company,‟ and
Ministerrat „Council of Ministers‟ (Stevenson 115). Fixed phrases associated with the GDR fell
out of fashion almost immediately: die Einheit von Wirtschafts- und Sozialpolitik „the unity of
economic and social policy,‟ Sozialismus in den Farben der DDR „socialism in the color of the
GDR,‟ unsere Menschen „our people‟ (Stevenson 116). Words that unmistakably smacked of the
GDR and its official maxims, even the more “neutral” ones like Zielstellung „objective target
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(synonym of western Zielsetzung),‟ had no chance of survival in the (Stevenson 118). However,
the West did incorporate some typical GDR terms: abknicken „to approve a plan or proposal,‟
andenken „to give some thought to,‟ and Lehrling „trainee, apprentice,‟ which replaced the lesspopular Auszubildende(r) (Stevenson 117). Not all revisions were as logical or apparently evenhanded.
Some typically eastern terms managed to remain viable beyond the unification period,
whether because of habit or stout resistance or both. Some products like Perlodont toothpaste
and Tip-Fixx insect spray disappeared from supermarket shelves and common parlance as they
made space for western products, but people simply could not part with other consumable names
like Club Cola and F6 cigarettes for the comfort and security they conferred, whether or not one
could still buy them. Other words managed to stay relevant, like Kollektiv, though only when
combined: Autoren-, Ärzte-, Klassenkollektiv „authors‟-, doctors‟-, class collective‟ (Stevenson
117). Divesting themselves of their ideological baggage, certain items refused to bow to their
western counterparts in some eastern newspapers: Rekonstruktion over Erneuerung „renovation,‟
vorfristig for vorzeitig „premature,‟ Territorium instead of Gebiet „area, region‟ (Stevenson 117).
In a different situation, eastern terms like Werktätiger were accepted alongside their western
analogues, Arbeitnehmer, though with a re-invented meaning to reflect the new sociopolitical
reality. Here, Werktätiger applies to a wider range of workers than Arbeitnehmer, but carries
more political and ideological connotations and has a greater impact on those who grew up in
either state before 1989 (Stevenson 121). Though some eastern lexical items withstood the tide
of western culture, many disappeared or were replaced by their western synonyms.
Getränkestützpunkt gave way to Getränkeshop for „drink shop‟ and Abschnittbevollmächtige(r)
bent to the less-wordy Streifenpolizist to denote „community police officer (Stevenson 120).‟
What little that survived change in whole or in part lingered within the five new federal states in
the east. Dreiraumwohnung „three-room apartment‟ for the western Dreizimmerwohnung and
Plastetüte „plastic bag‟ for Plastiktüte no longer conjured images of a socialist autocracy, but
rather indicated the speaker as someone from the “eastern” geographical region of Germany
(Stevenson 120). Within a short time after unification, the artificially-engineered German
language of the GDR that Western pundits and scientists vociferously fretted as the end of
unity‟s hope either vanished, assimilated, was adopted or shrank to just another harmless,
colorful dialectal variant among the former state‟s former tenants. The changes reflected the
era‟s spirit of readjustment at the core of a nation.
6.3 Sociolinguistic Impact and Discrimination
The West German sentiment of being the sole possessor of the standard German language
meant that, in the post-unification era, they became the dominant group that demanded
conformity to their speech forms and styles. An unofficial motto emerged from the hegemon:
“They wanted unity so now they must learn our language (Stevenson 183).” Suddenly, the
language the East Germans had spoken for the better part of their lives, if not their entire lives,
became the „wrong‟ way and they had to reeducate themselves to talk „correctly‟ like their
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western brothers. Easier said than done, for one must remember that unification meant a fusing
of two opposing worldviews. The average Ossi (a label for someone from the East) confronted
thousands of unfamiliar terms and concepts in different fields. If one needed even a fraction of
this vocabulary to survive in the united republic, the charge of reacquiring one‟s own language
presented a great psychological burden. When an easterner failed to successfully navigate the
minefield of differences within German, then s/he faced humiliation and social discrimination.
Many Germans expressed their resentment of the patronizing treatment they received at the
hands of those who claimed to help:
„So the language that we learned from our parents isn‟t good enough anymore?‟
„They don‟t think we are capable of learning to think differently by ourselves.
We‟re being told what to think again.‟
„First they wouldn‟t recognize my training qualification, now they won‟t accept my
linguistic competence?‟ (Stevenson 122)
This environment made the newest members of the republic more aware of their language in the
worst way. While they desired to meet the demands of the market economy by being “flexible
and dynamic” (thought to be Western, not Eastern traits), they also wanted to avoid using any
terms that marked them with an old socialist letter, which labeled them as incapable (Stevenson
124). One year after unification, a Dresden-based company circulated an internal memorandum
urging its staff to avoid the shibboleths Kader „specialist expert,‟ Brigade „work team,‟ Kollektiv
„collective,‟ Ökonomie „economy,‟ Werktätige(r) „working person,‟ Territorium „region,‟ and
other indicators “from the past” because “To a western ear, these concepts are strongly tainted
and lead to negative associations. We [would] make life unnecessarily difficult for ourselves in
our dealings with western companies (Stevenson 124).” Though the East Germans endeavored to
assimilate into the system pressed upon them, they faced discrimination as a social minority for
indicating their background. The GDR ground certain stock ideas and phrases into its citizens to
the point where they became ingrained in the individual‟s identity.
The doomsday predictions of a German nation permanently divided by a foreign-imposed
boundary and alien language did not come true. The Wall eventually fell and the Ossis suffered
from the sociolinguistic pretensions of the Wessis. Out of the post-Cold War era surfaced a new
eastern German dialect that the westerners could not help but „correct.‟ The linguistic drift on
either side was almost entirely lexical and quickly leveled after unification, but the harsh social
effects amplified its perceived depth.

7. Linguistic Variation in Context
The linguistic and historical data of the preceding sections provides ample evidence that
the Cold War division of Germany did not have nearly the same impact and lasting influence on
the language as did the numerous dialects of the nation‟s past and present. Several factors
discredit the position that German within the FRG and GDR diverged beyond mutual
recognition, among them time, space, history and the basic structures and elements of the
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language. The crux of the argument lies in the agents of growth and an idiom‟s resilience and
longevity. The results hardly compliment the hard work of Comrade Ulbricht, but ought to swell
the already bulging pride of dialect speakers. The aim of language planners may not have been to
create an entirely new speech, but rather retool the given one.
7.1 Contributing Factors
7.1.1 Time
According to conservative estimates, East and West German added roughly the same
amount of lexical innovation to the pre-1949 language, but regardless of how much they
intended to estrange their speech patterns from each other, time was not on their side (Stevenson
128). The modern dialects trace their origins back two millennia and within that span of time
they experienced the upheavals of massive population shifts, plagues, revolutions, destructive
wars and nearly every technological innovation in the Western world since the birth of Christ.
The two post-war Germanys lived through one movement of 40 years, the Cold War. A blip on
the world timeline cannot compare to the great stretch of lively history in which the dialects
grew. The GDR pressed the socialist model hard on its people and the society of West Germany
changed immensely, but even two to three generations of zeal fail to measure up to the numerous
ages that came before them. Four periods of the German language elapsed before the modern
political division was but a subtext of the fifth. The two states contributed to the diversity of the
language, but they did not have enough time to truly shape it like the dialects did.
7.1.2 Space
The issue of space in this comparison is not substantially different. The former partition
created two discrete states. The Middle Ages saw a multiplicity of mini-states scattered across an
enormous area. The distance was made more acute by slow and dangerous transportation. Few
beyond the elite traveled, leaving the vast majority of the population to develop linguistic
idiosyncrasies within scores of isolated communities. However, the dignitaries and merchants
that did traverse the old German empire shared their speech patterns at every station on their
journeys and ultimately maintained a common tongue across political fractures. Though the
GDR sat behind an Iron Curtain, virtually cut off from the West by an armed border under
vigilant surveillance, strict travel and trade restrictions and a secret police that confiscated
„seditious‟ foreign materials, the people still communicated with each other. Western television
programs broadcast from the FRG and from West Berlin managed to reach 80% of the East
German population (Barbour, Stevenson 176). The Wall split countless families and they wrote
to each other through the years. While visitations were difficult to acquire, it was not impossible
and a fair number of Germans crossed the barbed wire to share their linguistic styles. The
dialects and the post-war variants grew under analogous spatial and physical circumstances. In
both cases, the language remained intact with only the addition of regional characteristics.
Though the territorial situations roughly corresponded, this common constituent did not yield the
same effects.
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7.1.3 Historical Origins
The dialects and the two Cold War states had very dissimilar historical origins. The
dialects arose from ancient Germanic tribes that settled throughout Western and Central Europe.
A primordial language tied these clans together, but as time progressed, they each developed
distinct features. The ensuing political environment of the Early and High Middle Ages solidified
the sovereignty of the tribes and afforded them a degree of homogeneity that lasted centuries.
The GDR and FRG descended from a unified nation-state and a language community with an
established standard. The dialects diverged so much because they began as a loose primeval
form, but split off in multiple directions on account of a substantial amount of time and
movement. Their innovations were unique socio-cultural expressions that appeared almost
nowhere else save some adjacent regions. East and West German differed so little because they
both began with a highly-developed standard dialect of German, manipulating its pre-existing
components and importing foreign structures and terms. The dialects truly made German by
exchanging their novel items and devices to foster, at length, a uniform concept of the language.
The modern countries began with the same language and expanded the vocabulary in places. The
dialects produced while the East and West modified.
7.1.4 Lexicon
The lexicon was essentially the only point where the two Germans varied. Despite what
the West asserted, its brand was not the norm since both sides coined a considerable host of
neologisms. These new cultivations reflected the different social, political and economic systems
in which the separate states grew and their exposure to foreign input. The FRG‟s Bundeskanzler
„federal chancellor‟ and Aktie „(stock) share‟ indicated its democratic government and free
market economy. Plansoll „output target‟ and Ministerrat „government (of ministers)‟ signified
the GDR‟s planned economy and autocratic regime. Both expressed Anglo- and, especially in the
West, American terms, like Know-how and Boss, but only GDR German communicated Russian
traces, such as Apparatschik „(party) functionary.‟ Many of the mutations arose from scientific
and industrial progress. The two frequently adopted international terms that derived from Latin
and Greek, for instance Positron and Plasma, or English and Russian, like the English loan
Plastik and corresponding Russian Plastmasse (Barbour, Stevenson 178). The collective dialect
lexicon displays an even higher degree of diversity where every region has its own novelties.
Often these isolated peculiarities reveal the characteristics of the area, like the mining
communities of the Upper Saxon Erzgebirge using Laufkarren to say „wheelbarrow.‟ Alternative
perceptions of common things and ideas are typical of regionalisms, like a „potato‟ Kartoffel
being called an “Erdapfel, Patätsch” or “Erdbirne” depending on where one grows the spud. The
dialects and the two Germanys both described the world as they saw fit. However, East and West
bifurcated almost exclusively in their vocabulary. The linguistic changes were largely superficial
in light of the lacking affect to the grammatical structure and pronunciation.
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7.1.5 Phonology
The uniqueness of the dialects penetrates beyond its dictionaries to the way its speakers
pronounce the words. The range of phonologies is wide. US shapes its vowels one way while
Wph extends them another way. One even notes significant phonological discrepancies within a
region from one city to the next. The distinctions may be minute, but every little shift is
particular to each community. Standard East and West German were quite flat in comparison.
Both adhered to the pronunciation norms laid out in the instructions of New High German.
Neither the FRG nor the GDR documented any phonological deviation to speak of from 1949 to
1989.
7.1.6 Morphology
Like their phonology, the dialects‟ grammar differ enough to preclude mutual
intelligibility. Certain morphological structures appear in one dialect and not another, which can
misdirect or obfuscate the intended meaning of a sentence to an out-group listener. Wph
excludes the [ɡe-] prefix on past participles, which makes it difficult for an Eastern Franconian,
who does utilize the prefix, to identify the occurrence of past events. US‟s strong verb
conjugation pattern resembles the one used in the Middle Ages, but the preterite of that chart
counts for little in Eastern Franconia where the dialect has no simple past. East and West
German did not drift from NHG as such. If anything, several fixed expressions arose in everyday
discourse, such as unserer Menschen „our people,‟ stirring a sense of solidarity and the
construction den Beruf/die Funktion eines X ausüben „to carry out the occupation/function of X,‟
which connoted one‟s place as a faceless part of the sum. These phrases, commonplace in the
GDR, would have struck a Westerner‟s ear as strange. However unusual they may have sounded,
most every German speaker understood them. Unlike dialect morphology, the distinctive styles
of the two opposing countries did not prevent their citizens from comprehending each other.
7.2 The Influence of Dialects and the Non-issue of the Cold War
Ultimately, the East-West variants leveled out by the early 1990‟s. West German
accepted some eastern-isms, but East Germans actually witnessed the wholesale bulldozing of
the speech models that once framed their world. The language the SED built to talk the state‟s
way to a bright Marxist-Leninist utopia all but disappeared. The scraps that lived through the
Umbruch, or „upheaval‟ as the post-Cold War period was known as, turned into just another
regional marker in the eastern half of Germany that still carried their political and social baggage
from the past. Despite the unique and loaded words the Ossis and Wessis came up with or
borrowed, they still understood each other and life continued to trundle along its undulating
course. At the same time, the dialects persisted as ever. At no point did they melt into a universal
standard, even though they were in contact with each other. They survived war, pestilence and
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famine and even the uprooting force of the collective farms in the GDR.20 The dialects‟ distinct
lexical, phonological and morphological characteristics spelled their disconnect, something the
FRG and GDR brands of German truly lacked. Then again, the impact of the dialects lies not in
how they divided, but how they united.
7.3 Brief History of the Development of the Standard Dialect
One heard solely dialect in the German speech area during the Early Middle Ages. In this
linguistic period known as Old High German (750-1050 AD), state, religious and economic
institutions used Latin to bridge the comprehension gap between regions.21 Few texts in German
came from this period since the localisms were considered vulgar forms spoken by inferior levels
of society (Braber, Johnson 22). Proceeding to the High Middle Ages, the cultured and leisured
nobility expanded, but they were not well-versed in Latin, so they demanded literature in their
native tongue. The great Minnesänger „minstrels‟ of the era, such as Walther von der
Vogelweide and Hartmann von Aue, catered to the elite‟s supra-regional tastes and connections
and produced works with a written standard based off of southwestern dialects, which marked
the Middle High German period of about 1100 to 1350. Dialect still persisted as the primary
mode of speech and official documents yet read in Latin. MHG did not exist beyond its literary
context. By the latter portion of the High Middle Ages, MHG declined along with the noble class
that patronized it. The population of towns and cities grew, but the number of civil servants
literate in Latin did not. To keep pace with the increasing administrative demands and political
complexity, major cities and courts established a civil service that used a standard
Kanzleisprache „chancery speech‟ that deviated very little from neighboring offices, a deliberate
attempt at a universal written language. The most exciting point in this age was the rising norm
of Middle Low German (1150-1650) used by the Hanseatic League. The loose confederation of
north German states with trading links from England to Russia and dominions in Scandinavia
based its script on the dialect around the city of Lübeck. As MLG spread across the northern
seas, the German-speaking area enlarged and colonized the east. The dialect that arose there was
not strictly one of the Saxons who founded a kingdom in this region, but rather a colonial dialect
with elements from nearly every speech community in western Germany, a new form called East
Middle German (Braber, Johnson 24).22 The Saxon chancery in the city of Meißen and its EMG
beat out the southern rival, gemeines Deutsch „Common German,‟ as the norm because the
20

The large collective farms in the Eastern republic required various specially trained agriculturalists to run its many
functions, which often meant employing people from different regions. In order to understand one another, workers
on these farms subordinated their local dialect to the standard (Clyne, Language and Society 61).
21
Until the advent of NHG in 1650, the German language developed on two separate tracks. Low German, north of
the Benrath Line, was not affected by the High German sound shift (Section 3, note 6). Beginning with Old Saxon
and then to Middle Low German (Section 3, note 11), these dialects proceeded on a different course. High German
consists of Central German, which sits south of the Benrath line and north of the Germersheim Line (see Appendix
9.4 for map), and Upper German south of the Germersheim Line in southern Germany, Switzerland and Austria. CG
was not fully affected by the High German sound shift, but UG was. I emphasize High German because its dialects
contributed the most to the creation of a written standard.
22
See Koiné, Section 3, note 3.
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invention of the printing press around 1440 called for a written standard for the sake of
production efficiency (The printers were not keen on arranging type settings for 30+ different
dialects and their innumerable orthographies), EMG was comprehended by a wide range of
speakers and the Protestant reformer Martin Luther published the Bible‟s New Testament using a
script that incorporated parts of other High German dialects with EMG, thus reaching the largest
possible audience. This new standard eventually replaced MLG in the north upon the collapse of
the Hanseatic League in the 1600‟s and, despite Catholic resistance (since it was Martin Luther‟s
language), prevailed over Common German within the same century. Thus, the language entered
the era of New High German, which continues to this day.
Goethe, Schiller and other great writers and philosophers in the eighteenth century lent
legitimacy to the standard variety when they composed their works in the EMG dialect. Wishing
to establish German as a “respectable” language, linguistic nationalists secured the teaching of
the dialect used by the culture‟s celebrated poets and thinkers in the mandatory school system by
the latter half of the nineteenth century (Braber, Johnson 28). Surprisingly, however, the standard
German was still limited to paper. A normal spoken German debuted when a committee of
university professors and theatre representatives published Deutsche Bühnensprache in 1898 to
formalize the pronunciation of the standard dialect, particularly for actors who performed all
over the country. The phonological patterns imitated those heard in the north. The German of
today would not be what it is without the input of every dialect.
7.4 Speech Community v. Communication Community
The German nation did not have a unifying language, so the dialects collaborated and
created one to no longer live apart. While they serve to fragment the people, they also work to
bond them. The greatest contribution the dialects made to German was founding the language
itself, for they all produced the norm. The post-war divide did not result in a radical shift that
marked a new era in the language. Nor did the two sides set down fresh rules in the grammar
and/or pronunciation. Rather than create two separate speech communities, the Germanys built
different communication communities (Clyne, Pluricentric Languages 125). The changes were
slight, so they still used the same language in a practical sense. Thus, they remained a single
German-speaking community. However, the two countries used their speech for different
purposes. West Germany‟s language opened itself up to international influence, particularly from
English-speaking nations. The effects of democracy and federalism made themselves felt in the
government vocabulary. One also noted the new words to describe the free markets expansion,
words acutely absent from the opposite side. West German communication turned to that of a
cosmopolitan democracy competing in the free market. The GDR, unlike the FRG, played an
active role in the cultivation of its communicative means. The East German language had a
strong socialist flavor in terms of politics, economics and industry. The affinity to Russian was
unmistakable, cropping up here and there in the sociopolitical realm, which the sparseness of
Anglicisms brought into greater focus. Stock phrases littering official government and industrial
discourse as well as everyday speech fostered an awareness of solidarity, yet denigrated the
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individual. The loading of certain words on both sides, like Wettbewrb „competition‟ having a
negative connotation in the East but a positive one in the West and vice versa for Genosse
„comrade‟, provided no way of talking about these topics without perpetuating a set of predetermined values, antagonism and chauvinism. The additions and omissions of this variety were
so single-minded and thorough that the state clearly intended communication to serve as a means
to build socialism through the selfless sacrifice of each and every citizen along with a Russian
partner. In the sense of how the two Germanys communicated within their borders and with
others, they diverged markedly.

8. Conclusion
8.1 Topics for Future Study
Observing German sociolinguistics across a broad expanse of space and time is an
ambitious undertaking. While I believe I have adequately demonstrated that the dialects
produced a greater effect on the German language than its modern adaptations, there is yet more
that could enrich the data. Understanding to what degree the dialects are mutually unintelligible,
what different dialect speakers do and do not comprehend of each other and how intensely,
would add greater depth to this study and provide an excellent comparison for the section on
linguistic fallout in the post-unification years. Statistical comparisons of syntax, phonology and
lexicon shed some light on how one speaker might interpret another, but the anecdotal evidence
given in the sources on East-West divergence tells how nuanced the subject is. Though I failed to
find them during this project, materials likely exist that attach agency to the data. Another good
point of contrast would be the influence of foreign languages on the dialects. Many populations
sat squarely within German territory, but other regions bordered Latin and Slavic speech areas.
Like any other culture in history, the German dialect groups must have adopted some aspects of
their neighbors. A few texts in this work allude to the possibility, but a more thorough
examination would enhance this comparative essay. An issue that consistently arose was the
treatment of the modern western variant of German as the norm and eastern German as the
deviant, despite how often each source denied this view. The texts discussed how much the East
grew apart from the 1949 version of NHG, but made only passing references and comparisons to
the changes experienced in the West, if any mention at all, in the same period. I did my best to
correct this bias with the materials I could acquire, but recent publications admit that no
comprehensive study yet exists that examines how much the German language actually changed
on both sides between 1949 and 1989 (Schmidt 183). A monumental undertaking comparing
several Mannheim and Leipzig Duden dictionaries and pouring over a near-endless record of
official and informal documents to definitively evaluate the separate innovations and omissions
in German would lay my curiosity to rest, but that is a greater body of work left for another day.
8.2 Closing Thoughts
Language is a tool of great power. The words one uses to describe the world and the
meanings one attaches to ideas not only changes perception, but also reality. Words may appear
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to be arbitrary sounds and scribbles, but they are really the souls of nations and the character of
the self. If certain words identify one as an X and other words label one a Y, then little short of
action could be more real and consequential. Since thoughts become words and words become
actions, one should heed the middle step, which permits deliberation prior to perpetrating great
good or great harm.
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9. Appendix
Map 9.1 (Noble 145)
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Map 9.2 (Bergmann 292)
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Map 9.3 (Noble 145)
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Map 9.4 (Braber, Johnson 20)
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Map 9.5 (Barbour, Stevenson 76)
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